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From Editors’ Desk

Most of the scientific knowledge which is compartmentalized in various disciplines (like
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Arts, Social sciences etc.) has been realised due to consistent inten-
sive efforts of mankind to understand complex natural processes and phenomena. Mathematics
is also not an exception to that and it plays an additional role of providing strong logical basis
and concise symbolic language to express this knowledge for all the disciplines.

Scientists/Philosophers across the world have expressed the knowledge gained by them in
the form of various theories or laws in some axiomatic framework. For example, Darwin’s theory
of evolution, Kepler’s laws of planetary motion in celestial mechanics, Newton’s laws of motion,
Einstein’s theory of relativity, Fourier law of heat conduction, Hardy-Weinberg law in genetics,
Edward Thorndike Law of effect in Psychology etc. The soul in all such formal understanding
and expressions of knowledge is Mathematics.

Technocrats/Engineers across the world use these laws/principles to create tools/gadgets/
control mechanisms with the ultimate goal of safeguarding human life and enhancing human
comforts. The mathematical theories, tools and methods used in all such man-made creations
constitute what we call Industrial Mathematics. Here we are distinguishing between Pure Mathe-
matics, created for an eternal joy in an abstract world, from Mathematics being used as a technol-
ogy in the real world. However, both these forms of Mathematics support each other and one
is incomplete without the other. For example, a branch of Fourier analysis emerged while work-
ing on Heat conduction problems; a branch of Operations Research emerged while working on
problem of distributing limited resources on different war fronts in World War 2. On the other
hand, very well developed theory of Hilbert spaces is effectively used in designing Quantum
computers; many results in number theory have found applications in cryptography.

In the first article, Prof. Neunzert elaborates on how Mathematics which was being considered
as a Queen of Sciences has turned into a useful technology. He discusses the various components
and characteristics of Industrial Mathematics, its status in Europe in general and in Germany in
particular and also writes about its status in India on the basis of his long term collaborations
with Universities, IITs and Research Institutes in India. In the second article Mr. P. D. Pant,
a leading Industrialist in Mumbai, writes about how Mathematics is being extensively used in
their production processes and what impact it has on their overall R & D activities.

In the third article, Prof. Ved V. Datar and Agnid Banerjee throw some light on the work of
2019- Abel prize winner Prof. Karen Uhlenbeck.

Dr. D. V. Shah writes about important events which occurred in the Mathematics world dur-
ing last three months and pays tribute to those Mathematicians who left us in the recent past.
Specifically, we lost two Indian Mathematicians namely Prof. S. S. Shrikhande, the doyen of com-
binatorics in India, and Prof. D. Y. Kasture, a dedicated Mathematician from Maharashtra, in
April 2020. In the fifth article, Prof. S. S. Sane shares the reminiscences of a heritage of Prof.
Shrikhande, and Prof. D. B. Dhaigude pays tribute to Prof. Kasture in the sixth article.

In Problem Corner, Dr. Udayan Prajapati discusses a problem on functional equation and
poses a new problem from the same area. Dr. Ramesh Kasilingam gives a calendar of Academic
events, planned during August-November, 2020. In the end, Prof. Bankteshwar Tiwari gives a
brief report on TMC-AMS conference organized at Banaras Hindu University, in December 2016
and Prof. Katre gives an account of TMC activities in the recent past.

TMC Bulletin now enters into second year. We are very happy to bring out its first issue of
Volume 2 in July 2020. We thank all the authors who have contributed articles for this issue, all the
editors, our designers Mrs. Prajkta Holkar and Dr. R. D. Holkar and all those who have directly
or indirectly helped us in bringing out this issue on time.

Chief Editor, TMC bulletin.

The essence of Mathematics lies in its freedom - Georg Cantor
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1. Industrial Mathematics - and India: A View from the Outside

Helmut Neunzert, Fraunhofer - Institute for Industrial Mathematics
ITWM, Kaiserslautern, Germany

Helmut Neunzehnt, born in 1936 in Southern Germany, studied mathemat-
ics and physics at the University of Muenchen. He obtained his Ph.D. and a
German “Habilitation” at the Technical University of Aachen in integro- dif-
ferential equations, which originate from the theory of gazes (Vlasov or Boltz-
mann Equation). In 1974 he became ordinary professor at the technical Uni-
versity at Kaiserslautern. He got the chair for the mathematical foundation of
physics and technology. There, he invented a new program “Technomathemat-

ics", which spread out all over the world. He established a center for industrial mathematics. In
1986 he started a program “Industrial Mathematics" mainly for students from third world coun-
tries. In 2001 he founded the first Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics, which today is
one of the worldwide largest research institutes in applied mathematics. He retired in 2004.
He got some international awards, for example two honorary doctorates from the University of Linz
(Austria) and Goeteborg (Sweden), the CICIAM Pioneer Prize (SIAM) and the Zakir Hussain Prize
from ISIAM and he is corresponding fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, SIAM fellow and
honorary fellow of mathematical societies in Austria and Nepal.

Mathematics is a universal science - it is the same in Europe, the US, in India and in China. It
deals and has dealt with similar questions, even in 1820, 1920 and 2020. And in every country, in
each part of the world, there are human brains, interested in these mathematical problems - and
they are able to contribute to their solution. Therefore “Mathematics and India” as a title may be
of historical interest, but in general as inappropriate as “Mathematics and Europe”.

May be it is different with respect to “Applied Mathematics and . . . ”. Applied mathematics
changes with the society, since it is in response to the needs of this society. The Egyptian pyramids,
the insurance of Anglican priests, the solution of equations from celestial mechanics, the neural
networks for deep learning - all that requested a new, or at least an improved mathematical model
and new algorithms, i.e. new ideas, new concepts, new methods.

This dependence on the needs of the society is even stronger for “Industrial Mathematics”.
Here “industry” is understood in a very wide sense; it stands for all kinds of productions and
services. Industrial mathematics has a wide range: It helps in optimizing the shape of a car, in
controlling financial products, in simulating the expansion of the Corona - virus (I write this in
April 2020), it optimizes markets, it provides the tools for machine learning. And, of course, each
country has its dominant industries, its economy is dominated by offering special services and
goods to the world. Industrial mathematics will try to solve the problems posed by industry, first
by the surrounding industry, which will then also be interested in hiring the math - graduates.
There are of course industries who do not see mathematics as a key technology for their needs;
this belief may be influenced by history and tradition. In my country, for example, industries
based on electricity (like Siemens or Telefunken) have a long lasting tradition in applying mathe-
matics, in employing mathematicians (see Renate Tobies: “Iris Runge, a Life at the Crossroad of
Mathematics, Science and Industry”, Birkhäuser 2012 - it is also a nice book about the first female
industrial mathematician in Germany). A very good example for early industrial mathematics in
the US are the Bell Labs. Later, car industries and their suppliers became more demanding with
respect to the complexity of mathematical methods.

Today, mathematics has definitely become a key technology in Europe - we will see this in
more details a bit later.

Indian industry seems to have a different tradition; it is eagerly looking for engineers and
computer scientists, but very little for mathematicians. Mathematics is not yet seen there as a
technology; and therefore, excellent young people who have to choose the subject they want
to study and who also want to secure their future income and position in the society, choose
engineering or computer science. This is a big loss - for mathematics and for the Indian economy.
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India has an outstanding tradition in pure mathematics; it has good applied mathematicians too,
but far too few. I met them mainly at IITs.

Some of these colleagues, for example at IIT Madras, try hard to develop mathematics further
into a technology; they consider modeling, simulation and optimization as genuine mathematical
activities, which are urgently needed in industry too. They are open for new problems, which
industry or colleagues from engineering are not able to solve optimally, due to an insufficient
command of modern mathematical methods.

But this attitude is rare in India, as far as I know. Most applied mathematicians deal with
variations of a few “mother problems” during their whole life - of course not only in India. This
may be good for their citation index and for the academic career - it’s not good for mathematics
as a whole and it is a loss for India. Moreover, you need an adventurous spirit to expose yourself
to problems posed by industry you have never seen before - and this in the presence of students
who may have better ideas than yourself. But this is also a challenge, it’s a kind of competition
- and therefore it may create enormous fun; especially when you realize that you, together with
your students, are able to find brilliant solutions nobody has ever thought of before.

India has industries who would profit a lot from a close cooperation with open - minded math-
ematicians. But maybe the managers have not met many of them. One does not see something,
which you do not expect to see: This may be the reason that industries are not calling for an
“industrial mathematician”. Indian industries travel through colleges looking for gifted young
people in order to give them a contract in a very early stage - a contract as engineer or computer
scientist. Is there any contract for an “industrial mathematician”? I doubt.

In Europe this view of the world has changed. A first example: I had, during the 40 years
of my life as a professor, supervised 41 Ph.D. students; 20 years after my retirement, 13 of them
are professors, 10 are in research institutes like Fraunhofer and 16 are in industry, some in very
high positions. A much better example is given in a booklet edited by the Oberwolfach foun-
dation and the Oberwolfach research institute in 2008: “Mathematik - Motor der Wissenschaft”
(“Mathematics - Engine of the economy”). It contains a series of contributions from prominent
representatives from German industry, about the eminent importance of modern mathematics (it
was never translated to English, but to Japanese - may be too much publicity for German com-
panies???). As I will do very often later in this article I will now cite from the book “Currents in
Industrial Mathematics”, edited by Dieter Prätzel - Wolters and myself, published by Springer in
2015 (translated from German by William Uber - it’s therefore a much better English than what I
write).

“Mathematics - Engine of the Economy” illustrates that mathematics is today of great signifi-
cance in virtually all branches, in all areas of industry, business, and finance. For example, Peter
Löscher, former chairman of the board of Siemens, Inc. , writes:

“Mathematics - this is the language of science and technology. This makes it a driving force behind
all high technologies and, thus, a key technology for industrial nations. Without mathematics, there is no
progress and no technical innovation.”

Or, to quote Dieter Zetsche, by then Chairman of the board of Daimler, Inc. (Mercedes):
“As does no other science, mathematics helps us in our branch to solve the most varied sorts of problems

- and it is exactly this universal applicability that makes it the royal discipline.”
Of course, not all companies surveyed by the Oberwolfach Stiftung responded. Nor was the

vast economic sector of small and medium - sized businesses included, although these compa-
nies are responsible for the lion’s share of German economic power. Nevertheless, there can be
absolutely no doubt about the general validity of these statements. There are indeed other stud-
ies that confirm them completely: For example, “MACSI - net roadmap”, published in 2004 by
ECMI (European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry); “Mathematics: Giving Industry the
Edge”, published in 2002 by Smith Institute at Oxford; and “Forward Look: Mathematics in In-
dustry”, a report prepared in 2010 by the European Science Foundation in cooperation with the
EMS (European Mathematical Society). The experience of the mathematical Fraunhofer Institutes,
whose mission is, after all, research cooperation with industrial partners, also lend support to the
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1. Industrial Mathematics - and India: A View from the Outside

argument. (“Currents”, Part 1, Section 5. 2).
Altogether, I believe that the industrial world in Europe has understood that - to repeat this

phrase again - mathematics is a key technology. And if I see that right, this concept begins to enter
India too. There are modeling weeks with problems from industry in the Oxford style here and
there, there are groups at some universities who try hard to get in contact with companies and
solve problems together. There are programs, which have industrial mathematics as the main
topic (as for example IIT Madras).

However, as a whole, mathematics in India is still the queen of science in many places, it ed-
ucates high school teachers and professors - but it does not educate problem solvers for industry,
in a bigger scale. One reason for this is that the very strong pure mathematicians in India do not
really support the development of applied or even industrial mathematics. Of course, it is not
their field - they do algebraic geometry, number theory or probability (which may sometimes be
applied - or not: who cares?). I have met some of them complaining that applied mathematics in
India is not as strong as pure. That may be true - but they have influence and they have even the
power to change it; by appreciating the other field more, by supporting young colleagues who
want to go in this direction, by convincing politics and economy that mathematics is a powerful
tool. I am sure that this would strengthen the overall position of mathematics in the country.

At our rather small and young university at Kaiserslautern, we had a very strong group in
algebraic geometry, often with brilliant visitors from India and with an excellent international
reputation (a member of this group was Gerd-Martin Greuel, for many years director of the Ober-
wolfach Institute); and we had a rather active and successful group in industrial mathematics.
First, the two groups were fighting each other, but after a while we realized that we are both
strong, that we would benefit a lot from cooperation. We even became good friends and the de-
partment of math at this small young university was (and is) ranked into the first 5 of 60 German
universities. Therefore: It would be to the benefits of Indian mathematics - and it would be to the
benefits of India - if pure mathematics would help to develop applied math and industrial math
and make it to a key technology, in India too.

Some of the readers of these lines may think: Why does this German talk about India and its
mathematics - he does not know much about us and should better care for Europe or Germany
(“he should better clean in front of his own door” is a German saying). And they are right: I was
more than 12 times in India, I have seen many places, from TIFR in Mumbai and Bangalore to
IITs from Rorkee over Delhi to Chennai, from AMU to BHU, from the MS University in Baroda
to small colleges in the south. By far the most advanced I know is IIT Madras, since our Kaiser-
slautern group has very often cooperated with Indian friends from Chennai. In short, I had many
conversations with students and professors from north to south - but of course no foreigner can
have a good picture of India and its scientific life.

I do think that the situation now in India is not so different from the situation in Europe in the
80s, when we founded the European Consortium for Mathematics in Industry (ECMI); at this time
there was a very active group in Oxford, some newcomers in the Netherlands, Austria, Germany,
Italy, the Scandinavian countries, not more. But during this last 40 years the field has extended
to almost all countries in Europe, the groups got stronger. A very good example is “my” group,
which by then consisted of 10 people and had an industrial income of 200,000 D-Mark; this group
has in 2000 been converted to a Fraunhofer Institute with today has 500 people and an industrial
income of 31 million Euro. My view on industrial math is shaped by the experience from this
institute, which I will sketch in the following.

As mentioned above I will mainly use our book “Currents in Industrial mathematics” (cited
above) and from this book only Part I, which I wrote together with the by then director of the
institute, Dieter Prätzel–Wolters and which is called “Problems trump Methods: A somewhat
different mathematics from a somewhat different institute”. And I will use from Part II the first
chapter “Modeling”, written by myself. I recommend the book strongly with respect to the other
chapters “Numerics”, “Data Analysis” and “Optimization processes in practice” and with respect
to part III, which shows case studies, which were successful in creating new math and in creating
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solutions, from which industry gained real profit - all written by experts from the institute.
First of all you have to understand what Fraunhofer really means. It is the society which is

almost as old as India as an independent state. Founded at the rebirth of a democratic Germany
in 1949 it grew during 70 years to the worldwide largest applied research institution. In 2019
(after 70 years) it had a total budget of more than 2.8 billion Euro; more than one third comes
from industrial projects, another third from public projects and less than 30% is basic funding
from the federal state. It is organized in 74 institutes and has more than 28,000 employees, most
of them with a scientific or engineering education. It has 16 research centers in foreign countries.
In India it has an office in Bangalore, since 2012.

Until 2000 it had no institute based on mathematics. Why? Since it did not consider mathe-
matics as a useful science able to earn at least 40% of its budget from industry. I could convince
the society to give us a chance and the first Fraunhofer-Institute for mathematics, ITWM (in Ger-
man: “Institut fuer Techno- und Wirtschafts mathematik) was born in 2000. Today there are 3
math-institutes in Fraunhofer, with ITWM as the biggest (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Institute building of the ITWM at the Fraun-
hofer Center in Kaiserslautern. (Photo: G. Ermel.
Fraunhofer ITWM)

In 2003 we founded the Fraunhofer–Chalmers insti-
tute in Sweden, with today 60 employees one of the
largest foreign institutes of Fraunhofer.
What, now, is this “mathematics” in the work of
ITWM. I cite from “Currents in Industrial Mathe-
matics”, Part 1, Introduction, Section 1:
Many scientific disciplines profit from the solutions
to practical problems developed through research
in applied mathematics. As a rule, however, tra-
ditional, academically oriented applied mathemat-
ics only examines and numerically treats problems
that are also accessible to rigorous mathematical
analysis; that is, problems for which existence and

uniqueness statements for the solution and convergence statements for the applied numerical
method, for example, can be proved. As a result, the problems treated in the mathematical litera-
ture are often highly idealized and not especially realistic.

The effective solution of large-scale, real-life problems only became the object of intensive
mathematical research after technomathematics, economathematics, and computational science
established themselves as new mathematical disciplines.

This practice-oriented mathematics, which further develops mathematical methods for the
solution of specific problems and whose models and algorithms form the basis for simulating
and optimizing complex products and processes, is at the heart of the mathematically oriented
Fraunhofer Institutes. The fact that this research is far more than mere mathematics transfer, is fre-
quently under appreciated in the more academically-minded world found in universities. Here,
one sometimes encounters the notion that such practice-oriented mathematics is not “real” math-
ematics at all, or that the truly “new” mathematics is developed in universities - decoupled from
practical application - and only after a time delay finds industrial application. The experience and
expertise of the mathematically oriented Fraunhofer Institutes, gathered in extensive, long-term
collaborations with industry, contradict these views.

Modeling and simulating the behavior of complex materials, for example, results in math-
ematically challenging problems involving the coupling of very diverse differential equations,
such as those of fluid mechanics and Maxwell equations. This coupling represents a significant
challenge, not only numerically, but also theoretically. The high-dimensional partial differential
equations arising from the risk evaluation of financial securities require entirely new methods of
numerical solution. The transition from smaller to larger scales can be tackled with homogeniza-
tion methods, but only when the essential scales are well separated. When this is not the case -
as happens in many practical applications, such as those involving turbulence or crack formation
in materials under stress and in rocks - then there are currently only a few fruitful approaches
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for simplifying the models and/or the numerics. The digital interconnection of control systems
demands new procedures for analyzing and synthesizing hybrid systems with continuous and
discrete dynamics and logic based switching functions.

These few examples illustrate that substantial momentum for the development of “new” and
“real” mathematics arises from treating complex, practical problems.

Nevertheless, the transfer of mathematics to the market place is a vital mission of the mathe-
matically oriented Fraunhofer Institutes. Here, however, they don’t restrict themselves to merely
preparing general mathematical aids for the solution of practical problems, thus leaving the ac-
tual problem-solving to the users or to other technical software companies. Instead, they get
involved themselves - in close cooperation with the users - to work towards a complete solution
through the development of appropriate software modules. The goal of demonstrating a direct
benefit to the economy, that is, of putting research results directly into practice with their indus-
trial partners, is part of their identity and their mission. Here, it is accepted that the relevance of
their research results is also reflected in the fact that the businesses making use of those results
contribute substantially and directly to financing the costs of the research efforts. The Fraunhofer
financing model assumes that an Institute will cover at least one third of its operating budget
through business revenues.

However, to ensure long-term success in mathematics transfer, it is also essential to maintain
contact with the frontlines of basic research and to actively pursue new mathematics oneself.
Practical problems represent a wonderful source of new questions and methods that can then
feed basic research in the Institutes.

The text contains some key questions, for example: Is mathematics today more problem-
driven or more method-driven? By “method driven” we mean that the research is motivated
by methods and structures intrinsic to mathematics; it creates culture, by following an evolution-
ary path. “Problem driven” is research that addresses itself to the solution of practically relevant
problems. Mathematics was always both: It was problem driven and it was method driven. For
example, Euler’s research on fluid dynamics and Gauss’s research about geodetic tasks were prob-
lem driven. You know of course infinitely many examples for method driven research - I assume
you have done it yourself.

Problem driven research has become much stronger during the last 50 years - mathematics
with the aid of its tool, the computer, has become - I say it again and again - a technology in its
own right.

It is now time to speak about the “content” of Industrial Mathematics. It solves real world
problems by constructing an image of the real world, in the virtual world - the image given as the
output of a computer program. (See Figure 2.)

To do so one first needs a mathematical model. In “Currents in Industrial Mathematics” you
may read Efficient mathematical treatment of practical problems calls for the preparation of “eco-
nomical” mathematical models, as well as the development of efficient algorithms. A model is
“economical” when it is as complex as necessary and as simple as possible. Often, the simplicity
is also imposed by a desire for real-time simulations or because the simulations calculate the val-
ues of objective function(s) for an optimization task. Algorithms are efficient when they achieve
maximal exactness on the computers at hand in the limited processing time available.

For most problems confronted in industrial practice, physics provides models. These are fre-
quently continuum mechanical, thermodynamic, or electromagnetic equations, which very pre-
cisely describe the manufacturing processes of industrial goods or their behavior. Naturally, it is
possible to describe the behavior of thousands of polymer fibers in the transition from fluid to
solid phase in turbulent airflow. Or one can model very precisely at the particle scale the flow of
a gas and the absorption of entrained particles by a porous medium.

However, even using high performance computers and the most modern algorithms, it is
not possible to arrive at even a rough solution for these equations. Presumably, this will not be
possible decades from now either. But this isn’t necessary, since one can simplify and reduce the
models and still meet the specified precision requirements.
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Figure 2: Mathematics is the key technol-
ogy (Graphics: S. Grűtzner) Figure 3: Model and reality: which is

which? ( c⃝iStockphoto (left), Photo and
montage: G. Ermel, Fraunhofer ITWM)

Model reductions often deal with asymptotic analysis or multi-scale approaches, where small
parameters are replaced by the limit value zero. Or they rely upon projection methods on lower-
dimensional subspaces. It is also quite possible, however, that entirely new models based on a
different mathematical theory are employed, for example, the use of stochastic models for very
complex, deterministic behavior.

Modeling is the first activity in Industrial Mathematics. It is not an “inner mathematical” activ-
ity, one needs physics or, more generally, natural sciences, one may need theories from economy
or, more generally, from social sciences. The objects of modeling are mainly systems: natural sys-
tems like ecosystems; technical systems, such as installations or motors; economic systems, such
as the stock market; and virtual systems, such as computer games. We will not define what we
mean by “image in the virtual world”. It illustrates to the investigator the essential qualities of a
system; consequently, it excludes the non-essential qualities. In other words, a picture abstracts.
Perhaps the word “caricature” would be more accurate than picture. Or perhaps the photograph
in Figure 3 says it best, entirely without words.

As I had written in “Currents of Industrial Mathematics” in the Chapter about modeling:
For us, then, a model is a picture of a system. The picture is composed of mathematics and

reflects with satisfactory precision certain characteristics of the system that are of interest to the
investigator. The model has clear boundaries for its validity, although these boundaries depend
on the degree of precision that is desired. There are often parameters in the models that can be
determined directly by measurement or extracted in-directly from measurement data via param-
eter identification. The precision requirements of the model must correspond to the precision
of the data; it makes no sense to incorporate the tiniest phenomena into the model, when the
parameters that belong to them can not be measured or can only be roughly ascertained - a prob-
lem that appears particularly often in biology. A cell’s metabolism is extremely complex. On the
basis of the structure model shown in Figure 4, a mathematical model can easily be constructed
using a system of ordinary differential equations, but the many transfer coefficients are neither
measurable nor identifiable.

Modeling is a significant part of scientific practice. Physics, for example, consists of modeling
and measuring. Newton’s mechanics, Einstein’s relativity theory, and Schrödinger’s quantum
physics are just as much models as Navier-Stokes or Euler equations, as Darcy’s law of flow
in porous media, as Cosserat’s solid body theory, or as the Maxwell equations. In our projects,
classical physics predominates - particularly continuum mechanics, thermodynamics, and elec-
trodynamics - since the temporal and spatial magnitudes dealt with in industry are generally
well-suited to it.

The supply of models in biology or the social sciences is not nearly so plentiful as in physics,
and one often has to invent them a new. This is a challenge and sometimes a joy as well, but here,
one is not as firmly rooted in solid ground as in physics.

Ultimately, I believe that modeling, as we have outlined it here, is essential for all problem
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1. Industrial Mathematics - and India: A View from the Outside

solving, and thus represents a fundamental human activity. For, as Karl Popper reflected: “Life is
problem solving.”

The importance of mathematical models - and with it the importance of mathematics - has
increased greatly for industry, since computers have made it possible to utilize even more com-
plex models. When one uses a computer to numerically evaluate a model - and this is the second
important activity of Industrial Mathematics - then one contains in the computer a virtual picture
of the systems behavior (see again Figure 2).

We “simulate” the system. A simulation thus arises by means of the numerical evaluation of
models, generally with the help of a computer. A simulation allows the behavior of the system to
be predicted; one can investigate how system changes impact behavior and one can also optimize
systems. Now, we got the third component of Industrial Mathematics: Optimization.

Modeling - Simulating - Optimizing (MSO): The three main activities in Industrial Math. Mod-
els and simulation serve as important supports for decision making: Tactical decisions in the case
of managers, and strategic decisions in the case of planners.

In earlier days, most models could not be evaluated. One had to simplify them - for example,
by reducing the number of dimensions, or by using perturbation methods - in order to then solve
the simplified models analytically. The solution of such simplified models often helps one to
better understand the system: Which parameters are important? Are there bifurcations? Can the
system become unstable? However, if one wants to quantitatively predict the behavior of real,
three-dimensional systems, then such simplifications are not acceptable, and one must find at
least an approximate evaluation of the original complex model.

Figure 4: Real and virtual systems: a cast object and
a solidification simulation (Photo: G. Ermel, Fraun-
hofer ITWM; simulation: Fraunhofer ITWM)

In industrial projects, one almost always wants
relatively exact quantitative predictions. A purely
qualitative understanding is indeed useful, but usu-
ally insufficient. This question also distinguishes
between various groups offering “industrial math-
ematics” as a university or research institute topic
- and I am sure that this also true for India. The
“Study groups with industry” founded in Oxford
some 50 years ago and exported to India many
times, bear down for an entire week on industrial
problems use very often asymptotic analysis and

deliver interesting analyses, but rarely quantitative predictions. Our Fraunhofer institute and
groups influenced by us (as for example IIT Madras), in contrast, strive to ultimately provide the
client with software for simulating, optimizing or controlling the systems. The two approaches
also call for different working tactics. For us, the models should be “as simple as possible”, but
not simpler. A “small parameter” that is allowed to approach zero at a study group in order to
permit further investigations of the models is, for us, often not small enough to use the asymptotic
limit without causing substantial quantitative errors.

We take it again from “Currents in Industrial Mathematics, Modeling”
Moreover, right from the start, when setting up the models, it is necessary to keep in mind

that one must be able to efficiently evaluate them. Modeling and computation go hand in hand;
artists of pure modeling and computation virtuosos, one without the other, are often inadequate
to the real demands of industry. This calls for a genuine balancing act, for there are also “number
crunchers” who will resort to faster algorithms, better computers, and sometimes coarser grids in
their desire to evaluate the most complex of models - sometimes paying the price of large quanti-
tative inaccuracies. Or of prohibitively expensive computing times. Modeling and computation
specialists should form a team from the very beginning if they want to deliver reliable software to
the client in the end. However, the idea of starting with the development of so-called “computer
models,” that is, with models formulated directly in the language of finite elements (FEM), for ex-
ample, is untenable in our opinion. Numerical methods, such as FEM, help with the evaluation of
differential equations, which in turn represent models from continuum mechanics or electromag-
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netism. The models are one thing; their evaluation algorithms are another. There might indeed
be, for example, more efficient algorithms than FEM, and one loses out on the chance of using
them.

Nor does it make sense to set up models that cannot be evaluated. Such models were occasion-
ally found in the past with system biology problems, where the systems of ordinary differential
equations used for the modeling contained so many unknown parameters that no parameter
identification algorithm could reliably calculate them all (see Figure 5). Here as well, close coop-
eration between modeler and computation expert is needed to ensure that optimal use is made of
the existing information.

So, to repeat the question: Why do we model? We model so that, in the end, we can simulate,
optimize, and control a real system. The simulation may replace real experiments, since it is
simpler, faster and cheaper. Imagine the geometry of a production line, of a car, of a chemical
reactor; how much easier it is to vary them in a computer than in reality!

Moreover, optimization, optimal control can only be executed in the virtual world. Which
optimization algorithms are used, is of course depending on the problem. I just want to say one
thing, which I have learned with the work for Fraunhofer: One rarely finds only one criterion to
be optimized, in many projects there are several criteria, the costs, the performance etc. Multi -
criteria optimization lead to Pareto methods and “Pareto manifolds”, sets in the parameter space
on which one can navigate without loosing the optimality. We did that for example in a project
for planning radio therapy. How to choose the dosage distribution in order to save risk structures
and to damage the tumor.

Figure 5: Sketch of a cell ( c⃝iStockphoto) and the structural model of a cell metabolic network (A. Shu-
milina, Fraunhofer ITWM)

Medical doctors applying the software like to navigate on this Pareto manifolds themselves in
order to find “the” optimal solution which fits best to their experience. If you want to understand
this aspect better, read the Chapter “Optimization Processes in Practice” by Karl-Heinz Küfer in
“Currents in Industrial Mathematics”.

You may have seen: There is a philosophy behind Industrial Mathematics which differs from
the classical philosophy in pure and applied mathematics. But believe it or not: It is fun and gives
satisfaction. Therefore, I hope that I can contribute a little bit to India seeing mathematics as what
it is too: A key technology.

□ □ □
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P. D. Pant
CMD and Founder of Metal Power Analyticlal Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai

Shri P. D. Pant is a B. Tech (Elect. Engg.) merit scholar from IIT Kanpur
and a Management post-graduate from IIM Calcutta. With over four decades
of experience in metals industries, having founded Metal Power in 1987, he
was responsible for setting up the Analytical Instruments Division. A true
pioneer in the analytical instruments field, is the driving force behind Metal
Power’s R & D focus. Through the years, Shri Pant’s focus has been on import
substitution and building products that support quality and profitability im-
provements in metals industries. Today, Shri Pant is recognized as one of the
foremost personalities in the field of spectrometry. He has been felicitated by a

host of industry bodies with multiple awards and accolades and is a frequent speaker at various fora
besides having authored articles and papers for multiple national and international publications.

The entire Universe, as we can see it, runs mathematically, if not on Mathematics. Indeed, it
might not be an exaggeration to say that there are laws governing almost every little aspect of
Nature. With a slight stretch of imagination, the more religious amongst us might be tempted to
say - God is a Mathematician!

For one thing, most living beings are most symmetrical in shape and all are so proportion-
ately made too. Science and Art both seem to be at work when it comes to Nature. And, Man,
whether he likes it or not is part of Nature and is as symmetrical and well - proportioned as any
other living being. The Earth, The Solar System, the Galaxies - all work to various laws of light
and dynamics. Day, night, eclipses, high & low tides of large water bodies, weather patterns,
sunrise, sunset, wind flow, cloud formation, rainfall and a host of other natural phenomena - all
of which work largely according to principles/laws, all of which can be mathematically defined.
The Science/Art of Astrology (prediction of the future) is based on Astronomy, the elements of
which are mathematical. In fact, our forefathers, who developed Astrology or Jyotish - vidya,
must have reasoned that if our being as well as Nature are so mathematical, surely we should be
able to determine the future based on specific parameters (date & time of birth, the position of
stars & planets etc.). On top of all this, there is normally a certain possibility of other events and
parameters clashing with the ones that one has identified. This is where probability theories and
statistical laws come in and play their roles in bringing about better forecasting.

On the Industrial side there are models made for predicting when a machine will reach its
fatigue life, when a bearing will fail, when a chemical reactor, containing highly corrosive acids,
is likely to fracture (through Residual Life Assessment Studies) etc.

At Metal Power Analytical, we manufacture spectrometers for elemental analysis of metals.
When we first realized this, by a great stroke of good luck, we came into contact with a devoted
Professor of Mathematics, Dr. V. D. Pathak, Head and Professor (now retd.) of Mathematics at
M. S. University, Vadodara. On my invitation, he came and spent time with our R & D Team.
Since then, our systems have improved with Mathematics being used everywhere that we could
think of. Mathematical tools and techniques come in handy in many ways. In practice, we use
mathematics in so many places - it really is astounding. Just some of them are:

1. In spectrometers there is normally a thin slit through which light goes into the Optics. This
incoming “white” light falls on a diffraction grating where it gets split into its component wave-
lengths (See Figure 2.1). Normal glass cannot be used to make the entrance window as it soaks up
most of the radiation in the ultra - violet region. Hence, the entrance window is normally made of
a special grade of Quartz Glass. With time the counts for the UV wavelengths keep dropping. We
have a special software which checks the height of the wavelengths on the UV - side and, when
the counts dip below the acceptable limit, it automatically declares whether the window needs
changing.
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Figure 2.1: Basic Schematic of OES spectrometer

2. Identifying the hundreds of wavelengths and tagging them all through software (See Fig-
ure 2.2). The position of the wavelengths is determined by taking into consideration the wave-
length range (min. to max.), the focal length of the spectrometer’s optical system, the grating
specifications, the specifications of the detector(s) used etc.

Figure 2.2: Wavelenght Tagging

3. If there is a slight alignment problem in the optics, this too could be taken care of by checking
certain marker wavelengths, which tell us if we are making a mistake in identifying a particular
peak/s.

4. Sometimes, the spectrum shifts to one or the other side. This could, for example, be due
to temperature variation inside the Optical Chamber. This phenomenon is known as Spectral
Shift (See Figure 2.3). For ascertaining the extent of shift, we have developed a mathematical
model using an 8X function, where each real pixel is broken up into 8 imaginary pixels. Thus,
a wavelength which is falling on say 5 pixels is made to look (mathematically) like falling on 40
pixels. When there is a shift, we are able to calculate the shift accurately to the extent of 1/8th

of a pixel. After determining the extent of shift, the shift is corrected mathematically to get good
repeatable readings even under unstable conditions.

So, there are 3 parts to this software. Firstly, to find the peak position by using the 8X Software.
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Secondly, to find the extent of shift and finally to correct the shift. All this is done on - line and
automatically. Such a model gives good stability and accuracy of readings even under unstable
conditions of temperature etc.

Figure 2.3: Shift of Spectrum

5. Optical Chambers of all spectrometers are kept at constant temperature. Stationary or labora-
tory models can be built to have temperature - controlled Optics. However, in the case of mobile
spectrometers, the probe has to be compact and light. Having an elaborate system for keeping the
optics inside the probe at a constant temperature would necessarily make it heavier and bulkier
too. A Mathematical Model has been developed for making Continuous Calibration Curve Cor-
rections as a function of the Ambient Temperature to give accurate analyses even with substantial
changes in the ambient temperature.

6. When we go about calibrating a spectrometer, we analyze several metal standards. Each stan-
dard is certified (has a certificate) for the different elements it contains with their certified weight
percentages. When a standard is analyzed (it is kept on the sample stand of the spectrometer)
and is given energy using an electrical pulse train. A small portion of the sample gets melted
and gives out light/radiation which contains the various wavelengths which are characteristic of
each of the elements present in the sample being sparked. The intensity of the wavelength is pro-
portional to the concentration of the corresponding element present in the sample. The operator
notes the concentration of each of the elements and also the counts obtained for each elemental
wavelength. This is done for each of the several standards that are sparked on the spectrometer.
For every element, we create a graph with concentration on one axis and the counts on the other.
The points are then joined to obtain what is known as the Calibration Curve. The curve joining all
these points could be a straight line, a second degree or higher degree curve. Besides, there could
be sections on each of these curves which follow a straight line while the other parts could be con-
forming to some higher order equation. We use mathematics to determine what is known as the
Best Fit Curves. Such curves are drawn for each of the elements which are of interest to us. The
Calibration curve for Carbon is shown in Figure 2.4. When a sample is sparked on a spectrometer,
the analysis gets automatically done using the controlling software from a PC. All calculations
follow mathematical equations and algorithms. The whole analysis, data collection & integration,
processing of the same and display of analyses normally takes less than half a minute, even when
one is analyzing more than 30 to 40 elements present in the sample!
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Figure 2.4: The calibration curve of element “Carbon” in LAS

7. In spectrometers, there is a phenomenon known as inter-elemental interference (see Figure 2.5).
As a person in the field of mathematics, you would be able to appreciate that if there are two
adjacent wavelengths, the valley between the two peaks determines the extent of interference. If

Figure 2.5: Inter element interference

the valley goes right down to the baseline, there is no interference. If there is 100% interference,
the two peaks would appear as just one. There would, however, be a hump between the two
peaks if the peaks are of different heights. Mathematical algorithms can be used to determine the
individual peaks and thus remove the effect of interference to quite an extent.

8. With time, there is a slight drift which is observed in the Calibration Curves leading to inaccu-
racies. Such drifts are corrected using mathematical algorithms. To be able to do this, the spectra
of certain standard samples are collected and stored at the time of the original calibration. This
is then compared with the behavior the instrument shows over time. The two sets of spectra (the
original obtained at the time of calibration and the changed spectrum after some days/weeks)
are compared and corrections are made mathematically (see Figure 2.6). This process is known
as re-standardization.

In this manner we have many more places where mathematics can be and is used. We have
covered here only one small field and that too only partially.
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Figure 2.6: Intensity drift corrected by standardization

As such our spectrometers are quite competitive in the international market. However, with
the advancement of technology and with increasing expectations of our customers we are re-
quired to strive for continuous improvement in our product, which certainly would require more
and more Mathematical/Statistical inputs.

Finally, we return to our statement “God is a Mathematician”! When engineers create any-
thing, in the process of designing they use models, tools & laws that are known to mankind. This
is the stage where mathematics gets knit into the fabric of whatever we make. However, the
Entity that created the Universe has used mathematics beyond our ken to the ultimate. In the
making of the Universe there is Mathematics everywhere, there is Science & Art also everywhere
and blended into one whole - such that the Science of Art and the Art of Science become one and
the same. This is Mathematics at its best. Knock, knock - is God in, please!

□ □ □

3. An overview of the work of Karen Uhlenbeck

Ved V. Datar, Department of Mathematics, IISc, Bangalore; Email: vvdatar@iisc.ac.in and
Agnid Banerjee, TIFR Centre for Applicable Mathematics, Bangalore; Email: agnid@tifrbng.res.in

The 2019 Abel prize was awarded to Karen Uhlenbeck for her “pioneering achievements in geo-
metric partial differential equations, gauge theory and integrable systems, and for the fundamental impact
of her work on analysis, geometry and mathematical physics". Geometric analysis, broadly the area of
Uhlenbeck’s expertise, involves the use of partial differential equations to study geometric and
topological problems. It is a tribute to the depth and breadth of her work, that many of the tech-
niques developed by Uhlenbeck with her collaborators have now become a part of the standard
toolkit of any geometric analyst. In this article, we provide a brief overview of some of these tech-
niques. Interested readers can refer to the articles by Simon Donaldson [3] and Clifford Taubes
[6] for more detailed expositions.

It is noteworthy that Uhlenbeck became the first woman to be awarded the Abel prize. While
the focus of this article is on her mathematical achievements, we highly recommend the candid
interview of Uhlenbeck’s at https://celebratio. org/Uhlenbeck_K/article/634/, where she talks about
some of the more personal challenges of being a young female graduate student and faculty
member in a completely male dominated profession. Even though there is much greater aware-
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ness about some of these issues today, and many mathematics departments fare much better than
earlier on gender diversity, clearly a lot more needs to be done to accomplish even a semblance
of equity.

3.1 CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS

Many partial differential equations (PDEs) arise as Euler-Lagrange equations of energy function-
als; that is, their solutions are critical points of the energy functional. Calculus of variations is
the study of the existence and regularity of such critical points, and has been a central topic in
mathematics since the late 19th century, with applications in topology and geometry. Indeed, as
a part of the nineteenth and twentieth problems, respectively, in his famous list of twenty three
problems posed in 1900, Hilbert writes “Does every Lagrangian partial differential equation of a regular
variation problem have the property of admitting analytic integrals exclusively”, and “Has not every reg-
ular variation problem a solution, provided certain assumptions regarding the given boundary conditions
are satisfied”?

A striking manifestation of the connection between differential equations and variational
problems can be seen in the fundamental physical laws of nature, which a priori are stated as
differential equations, but can be reformulated as minimum principles. As a simple example,
consider Laplace’s equation ∆u = 0 on a region Ω ⊂ Rn. To be well posed, one needs to prescribe
values of the function u on the boundary ∂Ω of the domain, which we take to be the function
ψ : ∂Ω → R. Physically, u represents the electric potential inside a conductor in the absence of
charges, whose boundary is kept at the fixed potential ψ(x). The relevant energy is simply the
electrostatic energy, and is obtained by integrating the square of the gradient of a potential u over
the region. An equilibrium then corresponds to the voltage distributing itself, so as to minimise
the electrostatic energy.

More generally, one considers functions E : X → R, where the domain X itself might be a pos-
sibly infinite dimensional space of either functions, or maps on a certain geometric background.
For instance, for the Laplace boundary value problem above, X would be a suitable sub-space of
the Sobolev space H1(Ω) consisting of functions u : Ω → R which are square integrable, whose
gradient is square integrable (this latter condition is of course needed even to define the energy),
and whose boundary values are given by ψ(x). The goal is then to obtain critical points; this is the
existence problem. In certain situations, one might be able to prove a lower bound of the energy
on X. Then a natural approach in finding critical points is to look for minimisers, for instance by
considering a sequence of functions un ∈ X minimising the energy. The heart of the matter is to
then obtain convergence of this sequence; this is the so-called compactness problem. In general,
even if the energy has a lower bound, a minimiser need not exist. In such cases, one has the
phenomenon of “bubbling", in which the energy concentrates on some lower dimensional strata,
and one has the expected convergence outside of such “singular" sets. Since the early work of
Uhlenbeck, such considerations have become ubiquitous in all of geometric analysis. In the sec-
tions below, we illustrate this by describing Uhlenbeck’s fundamental work on gauge theory and
harmonic maps.

Once a critical point is found, it typically satisfies the given partial differential equation only
in a “weak” sense - the correct notion of weakness depends on the problem at hand. Roughly
speaking, this is because the energy involves fewer derivatives than the PDE 1, and hence a critical
point will not be smooth enough to actually satisfy the PDE in the classical sense. So a crucial
second step in solving any PDE by a variational method is to prove that the critical functions are
sufficiently smooth; this is the regularity problem. In the second part of the article, we describe
the fundamental work of Uhlenbeck on regularity of weak solutions to systems of elliptic PDEs,
majorly advancing the previous works of Nash and de Giorgi.

1For instance, Laplace’s equation above concerns two derivative of u, whereas the energy functional is obtained by
integrating the gradient, and hence only involves one derivative of u.
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3.2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO GAUGE THEORY

Gauge theory has its origins in physics, becoming a part of mainstream mathematics only in
the late 1970s. Uhlenbeck, along with others such as Atiyah, Bott, Hitchin, Taubes etc., was at
the forefront of this revolution. In fact, her work provides the analytic foundations on which
all subsequent applications of gauge theory rely on. A key feature of many of the fundamental
theories in physics is gauge invariance, that is the invariance of the laws of nature under certain
symmetries, or local choices of frames of reference. This philosophy has been a powerful tool
in the attempts to unify the fundamental forces in nature. For instance, as observed by Lorentz
in the late 19th century, the electric and magnetic fields can be unified into one single exterior
two-form ω defined on the four dimensional space-time R3,1 (three space variables and one time
variable). Then Maxwell’s equations (in absence of currents) take the beautiful and condensed
form:

dω = 0, δω = 0,

where d is the exterior derivative operator, and δ is the formal adjoint of d with respect to the
pseudo-Riemannian metric η = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 − dt2. Since dω = 0, at least locally, ω = dα
for some potential 1-form α 2. This is precisely the representation of the electric and magnetic
fields in terms of the vector and scalar potentials in classical electromagnetism. Note that ω, and
hence the theory of electromagnetism, is invariant under the “gauge change" α → α + d f where
f is some real valued function on R3,1. The modern approach is to interpret the form

√
−1α as a

connection 1-form on the trivial principle bundle U(1)×R3,1 on R3,1, and ω as the curvature of this
connection. Here, U(1) is the group 3 of rotations in the plane, and the gauge group is determined
by maps from R3,1 to U(1) generated by elements of the form e

√
−1 f . More generally, letting G be

a compact Lie group 4, one can consider principle G-bundles P 5 defined on some smooth manifold
X, and study the Yang-Mills functional YM : A(P) → R on the space of connections on P. Fixing
a Riemannian metric 6, the Yang-Mills functional of any connection A is simply the L2 norm of the
curvature FA := dA− A∧ A. Locally, a connection is a matrix of one-forms, and the curvature is a
matrix of two-forms. The critical points of this functional satisfy the Yang-Mills equations which
can be thought of as non-linear analogues of Maxwell’s equations. Some special solutions include
anti- self dual (ASD) connections in dimension four 7 and flat connections (i.e. connections with
FA = 0) in arbitrary dimensions.

One of Uhlenbeck’s main results in gauge theory is a compactness result for connections with
integral bounds on the curvature [9]. Note that the (infinite dimensional and non-compact) gauge
group G := Aut(P) of automorphisms acts on the space of connection by pullbacks. The curvature
transforms as Fu∗A = u−1FAu, and hence the Yang-Mills functional, or indeed any integral norm
of the curvature, is invariant under the action of the gauge group. What this means is that direct
compactness of a sequence of connections with integral bounds on curvature is impossible in

2This is an instance of the Poincare lemma, and is essentially a result in multivariable calculus. A special case of this
lemma says that a differential equation of the form Mdx + Ndy = 0 has a solution if it is exact, that is ∂M

∂y = ∂N
∂x .

3A group is simply a set with a composition law which has an identity element and every element has an inverse. For
instance, one can parametrise rotations in the plane by a number, namely the angle of rotation. Rotations by angles θ1
and θ2 can be composed to obtain a rotation by angle θ1 + θ2. Moreover, every rotation has an inverse, namely rotation
by an equal amount in the opposite direction, and rotation by θ = 0 is the identity element for this composition law.

4A Lie group is a manifold and a group, for which the group operations are smooth. For example, U(1) is a Lie group
which is in fact diffeomorphic to the circle.

5For a Lie group G, a principle G-bundle on X is a smooth manifold P which is locally modelled on G×X. In particular,
there is a “fibre” map π : P → X such that each “fibre" π−1(x) is isomorphic to G. A connection 1-form allows one
to pick a horizontal subspace of the tangent space TpP at each p ∈ P, and the curvature is a measure of how far away
these horizontal subspaces are from being integrable. That is, if the curvature is zero, then there is a sub - manifold of
P whose tangent space at each point is given by the horizontal subspaces picked out by the connection.

6A Riemannian metric is a smooth assignment of a dot product on the tangent space to X at each point.
7Recall that the Hodge star operator ⋆ on a Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension n is a map that takes a p-form to
an n − p form. In four dimensions, we obtain a map ⋆ from two forms to themselves. Then A is called anti- self-dual,
if ⋆FA = −FA.
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most situations. Another way of thinking about this is that even if a connection on a trivial
bundle X × G has zero curvature, the connection itself might be far from the trivial connection.
Uhlenbeck proved that modulo the action of this gauge group, one does obtain compactness in
a large number of cases. More precisely, she proved that if {An} is a sequence of connections
with curvatures in Lp for p > n/2, where n is the dimension of the manifold X, then (possibly
afterpassing to a sub-sequence) there exists a sequence of gauge transformations un, such that the
sequence of connections u∗

n An converges. In the borderline case, that is when p = n/2, Uhlenbeck
proved that one has convergence outside a discrete set on which the curvature might concentrate.
This “bubbling" can be seen in explicit examples, and proves the sharpness of Uhlenbeck’s results.
Next, we say a few words about the proofs of these theorems. Imagine that for every connection,
one is able to pick out the “best" possible representative in the gauge group orbit, then there
would be some hope that these connections do converge. It turns out that this can be done locally
if the curvature is small, and is essentially the famous Uhlenbeck gauge fixing result. The proof is
then completed by using a technical argument to “patch up" these local gauges.

Uhlenbeck also obtained several other important results in gauge theory - most notably an
epsilon regularity theorem in arbitrary dimensions, and a removable singularities theorem in di-
mension four 8. The epsilon-regularity theorem roughly says that if the scale-invariant energy,
namely the Ln/2 norm of the curvature, is small on a ball of radius r around a point p, then the
curvature can only blow-up at a rate strictly slower than r−2 near p. This “gap" plays a crucial
role in the proof of the removable singularity theorem. Together with monotonicity formulae,
this package has now become a standard technique in geometric analysis to address the small-
ness of “singular" sets arising out of a lack of compactness. Such techniques were developed
and exploited by Schoen and Uhlenbeck to study harmonic maps. We discuss this in more de-
tail in the next section. Epsilon regularity theorems have also proved to be a very useful tool
in the study of the moduli space of Einstein manifolds, culminating in a beautiful structure the-
ory of Anderson-Cheeger-Colding-Naber for non-collapsed limits of Einstein manifolds. 9 More
recently, a variety of epsilon regularity theorems have been established for Ricci flow, and have
been used to understand the geometric structure of the limits of solutions to the Ricci flow.

We close this section with a very brief description of some of the spectacular applications
of Uhlenbeck’s work. It was known since the 1930s, due to the work of Hodge, that some key
topological invariants (namely the cohomology groups) of a smooth manifold are completely de-
termined by harmonic forms 10. In dimension four, Donaldson had the brilliant insight that the
moduli space MASD of anti- self dual connections (modulo the gauge group) can carry informa-
tion about the smooth structure of the underlying manifold. A technical requirement is a suitable
compactification of MASD, and this is precisely where Uhlenbeck’s convergence theorems play a
key role. It turns out, somewhat fortuitously, that the Yang-Mills energy of an ASD connection on
a fixed smooth bundle P in four dimensions is a topological invariant. In particular, the energy
is uniformly bounded along a sequence of such connections, and so Uhlenbeck’s theorem (with
n = 4 and p = 2) applies. Donaldson was awarded a Fields medal in 1986 for these contributions
to four dimensional topology. Another application of Uhlenbeck’s results of a slightly different
flavour, was Donaldson’s gauge theoretic proof of the theorem of Narasimhan and Seshadri [1],
relating unitary representations of fundamental groups of compact Riemann surfaces and stable
holomorphic bundles. The contact with gauge theory is made by the elementary observation that
such unitary representations correspond to unitary connections with zero curvature. It is only
fitting that Uhlenbeck, in collaboration with Yau in 1986, proved a far-reaching generalisation of
the Narasimhan-Seshadri theorem [10].

8The removable singularities theorem was later extended to all dimensions by Gang Tian and Terence Tao, albeit at
some cost as to the choice of the spaces in which the connections live.

9A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is called Einstein if the Ricci curvature satisfies Ric(g) = g.
10Harmonic forms are the Riemannian analogues of solutions to Maxwell’s equations for forms of arbitrary degree.
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3.3 HARMONIC MAPS

In a series of joint works with Richard Schoen (cf. [5]), Uhlenbeck developed a basic regularity
theory for minimising harmonic maps. A model situation is that one looks for the minimiser of
the Dirichlet functional: ∫

|∇u|2,

where the source and target are two different manifolds, say Mn and Nk respectively. A solution
to Laplace’s equation is a special case, where M is an open subset of Rn and N is R. In their
papers, they prove an ϵ-regularity theorem which allows the passage from flatness information
in measure to uniform flatness in a smaller set. Their work quantifiies old ideas of De Giorgi, and
combines them with new monotonicity formulae, to prove that the singular set of such maps are
trapped in a lower “Hausdorff " dimension. Such a result was subsequently extended by Helein
and Evans for “stationary" or non - minimising critical points when the target is the sphere. Since
then, there have been several interesting refinements of such a result in various scenarios. Besides
being a very deep and foundational result, we would like to strongly emphasize that this tech-
nique of Schoen and Uhlenbeck has subsequently turned out to be a very powerful tool in the
study of regularity of solutions to various critical and supercritical systems. This aspect is partic-
ularly visible in the well-known work of Caffarelli, Kohn and Nirenberg on partial regularity for
Navier-Stokes equation and the work of Struwe on harmonic map flow.

3.4 REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS TO ELLIPTIC SYSTEMS

In calculus of variations, the famous 19th problem of Hilbert asks whether minimisers to uni-
formly convex functionals of the type ∫

Ω
F(∇u),

with prescribed boundary values are smooth in the scalar case i.e. when u : Rn → R. Such
functionals encompass the area functional, for which the minimisers are solutions to the classical
Plateau problem of finding graphs that minimise surface areas. We note that the restriction to
uniformly convex domains is necessary as some standard examples show that area minimising
graphs may not exist otherwise. So one can immediately see that besides being of independent
interest to an analyst, such a “regularity" question is very significant in a prototypical geometric
context, since an affirmative answer is needed in order to guarantee that area minimising graphs
cannot have “corners". It was observed by Charles Morrey, that if the minimisers have Hölder
continuous first order derivatives, then they are in fact smooth. Using the uniform convexity and
the translation invariance of the functional, one can show that the first order derivatives solve a
uniformly elliptic PDE with a priori discontinuous coefficients. So Hilbert’s 19th problem reduces
to getting Hölder estimates which depend only on the invariance class of the coefficients, i.e. in
this case the “uniform ellipticity”. This question was settled independently in the late 1950’s by
E. Di Giorgi and John Nash, and is now referred to as the De Giorgi -Nash theorem. It turns out
that analogue of such a result for uniformly elliptic systems (i.e. the vectorial case) is not true, and
there are several counter examples due to De Giorgi, Mazya etc. Uhlenbeck, in her famous Acta
Mathematica paper [7] in 1977, identified a subclass of such systems, containing the “diagonal”
systems as a special case, to which the De Giorgi -Nash result can be extended. Note that for di-
agonal linear systems however, there is a relatively short and elegant proof due to Luis Caffarelli
using weak Harnack estimates for scalar equations. Such systems are nowadays referred to as Uh-
lenbeck type systems, and include many PDEs that show up in variational problems in geometry.
Using such a result, she also extended the C1,α regularity result of Uraltseva to degenerate sys-
tems, such as the p-Laplacian in the case when p ≥ 2. The singular case i.e. when 1 < p < 2 was
finally settled by John Lewis, Di Benedetto and Peter Tolksdorff independently in the early 80’s.
Finally, we would also like to mention that such a system’s analogue of De Giorgi -Nash result
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has subsequently played a very crucial role in the development of nonlinear Calderon-Zygmund
theory and borderline regularity theory for nonlinear degenerate systems, and we refer the reader
to the pioneering works of Mingione and Kuusi for results in this direction.
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4.1 MATHEMATICAL PROOF BY SHINICHI MOCHIZUKI THAT ROCKED NUMBER
THEORY WILL BE NOW PUBLISHED

Eight years after he first shared it online, Japanese mathematician Shinichi Mochizuki’s contro-
versial, 600 - page proof for abc conjecture, one of the biggest open problems in number theory, has
been approved for publication in an academic journal - Research Institute for Mathematical Sci-
ences (RIMS). The journal, of which Mochizuki is chief editor, is published by Japan’s Research In-
stitute for Mathematical Sciences at Kyoto University, where he works. Experts said Mochizuki’s
proof is similar in importance to groundbreaking solutions to other protracted mathematics prob-
lems, such as Fermat’s Last Theorem, which was solved in 1995, and the Poincare Conjecture,
which was resolved in 2006. His achievement is on a scale that would warrant Mochizuki being
awarded the Fields Medal, considered the Nobel Prize for mathematicians.

But there is a twist: Mathematicians around the world do not believe that Mochizuki solved
the problem. They don’t think that acceptance in a journal is nearly enough evidence.
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The saga began eight years ago, when Mochizuki, a respected number theorist quietly posted
his preprints claiming to have solved the abc conjecture on 30 August 2012 - not on

arXiv.org, mathematicians’ preferred repository, but on his own webpage at
RIMS. Written in an impenetrable, unusual style, the papers seemed to be built
entirely on mathematical concepts that were completely unfamiliar to the rest
of the community. The work baffled mathematicians, who spent years trying
to understand it.

Mochizuki declined all invitations to travel abroad and lecture about his
work. Although, at the time, some of his close collaborators said they found
the proof to be correct, experts around the world struggled, often reluctantly,

to slog through it, let alone verify it. Conferences were held on the subject in subsequent years,
and participants reported partial progress but said it would probably take many years to come to
a conclusion. Many, including Mochizuki’s own Ph.D. adviser, Gerd Faltings, openly criticized
Mochizuki for not trying to communicate his ideas more clearly.

Then, on 16 December 2017, Asahi Shimbun, a Japanese daily newspaper, claimed that Mochiz-
uki’s proof was close to being officially validated, an achievement that would be on par with
the 1995 solution of Fermat’s last theorem. In 2018, two highly respected mathematicians Peter
Scholze of the University of Bonn and Jakob Stix of Goethe University, Frankfurt said they were
confident that they had found a fault in Mochizuki’s proof - something many saw as a death
blow to his claims. Scholze is considered an authority on number theory, and he won a Fields
Medal in Aug 2018. In comments posted on his website at the time, Mochizuki brushed aside the
criticisms, hinting that the two authors had simply failed to understand his work. If Mochizuki
ends up being right, he could revolutionize number theory.

The Problem: The abc conjecture (also known as the Oesterlé-Masser conjecture) which was
first proposed by Joseph Oesterlé (1988) and David Masser (1985) remains unproven - unless, of
course, Mochizuki nailed it. It states that if a, b and c are positive intergers, that are relatively
prime and satisfy a + b = c and if d denotes the radical of the product abc, (namely, the product
of the distinct prime factors of abc), the conjecture essentially states that d is usually not much
smaller than c. More precisely, for every positive real number ε, there exist only finitely many
triplets (a, b, c) of co-prime positive integers, with a + b = c, such that c > (radical(abc))1+ε.

The abc conjecture has some commonalities with the Pythagorean theorem and other Diophan-
tine problems, involving co-prime positive integers a, b, c satisfying relationship ak + bk = ck,
for k > 1. Can such triplets still have a demonstrable relationship as in abc conjecture? This is
what mathematicians have been trying to prove since mathematicians first observed it in the mid-
1980s. And, in fact, the conjecture is an extension of Fermat’s last theorem.

The proof, if confirmed, could change the face of number theory, by, for example, providing
an innovative approach to proving Fermat’s last theorem, the legendary problem formulated by
Pierre de Fermat in 1637 and solved only in 1995.

Sources:

1. https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-00998-2
2. http://www.asahi.com/ajw/articles/13271575
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abc_conjecture

4.2 MATHEMATICIAN MEASURES THE REPULSIVE FORCE WITHIN POLYNOMIALS

When studying polynomials, mathematicians are especially interested in their roots. Mathemati-
cians want to know how the roots of a polynomial relate to each other. For example, when
graphed, the roots of some polynomials fall exactly on the vertices of regular polygons - they
stand apart by an exact geometric length. Mathematicians are interested in finding other, more
subtle geometric relationships between roots. In a proof posted online, Vesselin Dimitrov of the
University of Toronto solved one of the main problems in number theory about the patterns that
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appear within polynomials. The problem that Dimitrov solved involves the roots of a particularly
important family of expressions called the cyclotomic polynomials. The nth cyclotomic polyno-
mial, for any positive integer n, is the unique irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients that
is a divisor of (xn − 1) and is not a divisor of (xk − 1) for any k < n. Its roots are all nth primitive
roots of unity e2πik/n, where k runs over the positive integers not greater than n and coprime to n.
The problem Dimitrov solved, known as the Schinzel-Zassenhaus conjecture, which states that if
α is the largest root of a non-cyclotomic polynomial of degree n then there is an absolute constant
c such that |α| > 1 + c/n.

In fact, if P(x) ∈ Z[x] is a monic polynomial, a well-known argument of Kronecker proves that
if every complex root of P(x) has absolute value at most 1, then P(x) is cyclotomic. It trivially
follows that the largest root α of a non-cyclotomoc polynomial satisfies |α| > 1. Elementary
consideration imply that this can be improved to |α| > 1 + cn, for some constant cn > 0 that
depends only on the degree n of the polynomial. The Schinzel-Zassenhaus conjecture predicted
that cn = c/n for some absolute constant c. They could prove that cn has the form 2−n upto
a constant but could not prove or disprove the claim in the conjecture. The best bounds were
rapidly improved, but the original conjecture remained open, until Vesselin Dimitrov gave the
effective bound |α| > 21/4n, or cn = 21/4n − 1 ∼ log(2)/4n. This proves that |α| > 1 + log(2)/4n
(proving the conjecture with c = log(2)/4).

Dimitrov transformed a question about the size of roots of polynomials into a question about
the size of values associated to a related but different type of mathematical object called a power
series. The completely newinsight/breakthrough involved connecting two seemingly different
problems. Mathematicians are familiar to moving easily between polynomials and power series
and using properties of one to establish properties of the other - but mathematicians before Dim-
itrov did not think of using this correspondence to address the Schinzel-Zassenhaus conjecture.
Dimitrov’s work exactly quantifies this spreading out, proving the conjecture true. It also pro-
vides new insight into the laws that numbers seem to obey.

To put the Schinzel-Zassenhaus conjecture in terms of repulsion, it predicted that the smallest
roots of a non-cyclotomic polynomial which might fall within the unit circle effectively push other
roots outside the unit circle, like magnets pushing each other away.

You can think of the roots of a polynomial as negatively charged particles that repel each other
with a force that decays when the distance increases, Breuillard said.

The Schinzel-Zassenhaus conjecture and its proof by Dimitrov even defined exactly how strong
that repulsive force should be. “It says there’s a very precise, quantifiable sense in which the roots
can’t all be very close to the unit circle,” Tsimerman said.

Sources:

1. https://www.quantamagazine.org/new-math-measures-the- repulsive-force - within- polynomials -
20200514/

2. https://www.galoisrepresentations.com

4.3 MATHEMATICS SUBJECT CLASSIFICATION 2020

The current changes in the Mathematics Subject Classification 2020 are now employed in the
zbMATH database since January 7, 2020. Therefore, it is important that everyone related with
research in Mathematics knows the main changes and the new classes that now are available.

Every ten years the editorial groups of Mathematical Reviews (MR) and zbMATH review the
content of this classification scheme and ask the mathematical community for suggestions and
improvements. For this revision, more than 300 comments and proposals were received. After
carefully considering this input, MR and zbMATH started their joint revision of the Mathematics
Subject Classification 2010.

There are no changes at the two-digit level, meaning that there are no “new mathematical
fields” introduced. However, there are important changes at the three-digit level, since nine new
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three-digit classes are added. In 18-XX, there are two new classes: 18Mxx Monoidal categories
and operands, and 18Nxx Higher categories and homotopical algebra. In section 53-XX, there is
the new class 53Exx Geometric evolution equations. In 57-XX, the classes 57Kxx Low-dimensional
topology in specific dimensions and 57Zxx Relations of manifolds and cell complexes with science
and engineering, are added. In 60-XX, there is a new class 60Lxx Rough analysis. In 62-XX, the
class 62Rxx Statistics on algebraic and topological structures is added. In 68-XX, there is a new
class 68Vxx Computer science support for mathematical research and practice. Finally, in 82-XX
the class 82Mxx Basic methods in statistical mechanics is introduced.

In the case of five-digit classes, about 100 classes were removed and nearly 500 were intro-
duced. In most of these cases, some kind of restructuring is made; a typical case is when a certain
five-digit class that was split into two (or more) new five-digit classes.

There are also changes of general nature. Some descriptions are added to help the user when
searching online or on a PDF file. One example is the word “optimization”, which appeared
in 18 five-digit classes in MSC2010. Besides the main section 49-XX “Calculus of variations and
optimal control; optimization”, there were classes just named “Optimization” or where the word
“optimization” appeared with some short description in other areas, for instance 76-XX, 74-XX, 78-
XX, 80-XX. This has been changed in MSC2020 in order to provide more context to every five-digit
class.

There were also some changes concerning the hyphen classes XX-00, XX-01, XX-02, etc. In the
new classification MSC2020, the use of these hyphen classes is more uniform and cleaner.

The increased influence of (big) data and computations on mathematical sciences is also re-
flected in the classes. Besides the classes of 03-XX Mathematical logic and foundations and 68-XX
Computer science, there are now 58 classes referring computations, computational methods or
computers. There are now 31 five-digit classes concerning specific instances of data, and the new
classes 62R10 Functional data analysis, 62R40 Topological data analysis, and 68P27 Privacy of
data.

You can find searchable/pdf versions at the websites given in the sources.
Sources:

1. https://zbmath.org/classification/

2. https://mathscinet.ams.org/mathscinet/searchMSC.html

3. https://mathscinet. ams.org/msnhtml/msc2020.pdf

4.4 AWARDS

4.4.1 Kavita Ramanan, Indian-American mathematician awarded 2020 Guggenheim
Fellowship

Four Indian-Americans will be awarded with the prestigious 2020 Guggen-
heim Fellowships which includes a mathematician - Prof. Kavita Ramanan,
Roland George Dwight Richardson University Professor of Applied Mathe-
matics at Brown University. Guggenheim Fellowships are grants to selected
individuals, made for six or twelve months, providing Fellows with blocks of
time in which they can work with as much creative freedom as possible. The
awardees are selected through open competition. According to the John Simon

Guggenheim Memorial Foundation website, Prof. Ramanan is among the 175 fellows chosen for
the fellowship from about 3000 applicants, from a diverse group of writers, scholars, artists and
scientists drawn from 53 scholarly disciplines and artistic fields, 78 different academic institutions,
31 states and the District of Columbia, and 2 Canadian provinces.

Prof. Ramanan is an interdisciplinary researcher whose work exceeds boundaries and com-
bines tools from a broad array of fields, including discrete probability, stochastic analysis and
partial differential equations. She has introduced novel perspectives and developed innovative
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mathematical techniques for the analysis of stochastic networks and interacting particle systems,
which model phenomena in a variety of fields including engineering, statistical physics and neu-
roscience. She has also made fundamental contributions to the study of large deviations or rare
events, with applications to asymptotic convex geometry and high-dimensional statistics.

Her research has been recognized by the Erlang Prize from the Applied Probability Society,
a Medallion from the Institute for Mathematical Statistics and a Simons Fellowship. She is an
elected fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, American Mathe-
matical Society, Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences, Institute for
Mathematical Statistics, and the Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics. She founded
the Math CoOp, served as consultant and narrator for the film “Srinivasa Ramanujan: The Math-
ematician and his Legacy”, and acts as the corresponding editor for the Mathematics Magazine
Bhavana, a publication of the Bhavana Trust.

Prof. Kavita Ramanan is the younger daughter of Prof. S. Ramanan, an Indian mathematician
who was affiliated to TIFR (retired in 1996), and was a student at IIT Bombay.

Source: https://indicanews. com/2020/04/12/four-indian-americans-awarded-2020- guggenheim - fel-
lowships/

4.5 OBITUARY

4.5.1 John H. Conway, Princeton mathematician and ‘Game of Life’ inventor died due to
Covid-19

Renowned mathematician and Princeton University professor John Horton
Conway, a legendary mathematician who stood out for his love of games and
for bringing mathematics to the masses, died on April 11, 2020 as a result of
complications from the corona virus at the age of 82. Conway made signifi-
cant contributions to many areas of mathematics in the fields of group theory,
number theory, algebra, geometric topology, theoretical physics, combinatorial
game theory and geometry.

One of Conway’s most well-known accomplishments was the Game of Life, which he con-
ceived in the 1970s to describe how life can evolve from an initial state. The concept builds on
ideas that may be traced back to John von Neumann, an early pioneer of Computing, in the
1940s. Conway’s game involves a two-dimensional grid in which each square cell interacts with
its neighbors according to a set of rules. Over a time, these simple interactions give rise to com-
plexity.

The game was introduced in an October 1970 issue of Scientific American’s mathematical
games column, whose creator, the late Martin Gardner, was a friend of Conway. Conway contin-
ued to be interested in “recreational mathematics” and invented numerous games and puzzles.
At Princeton, he often carried in his pocket’s props such as ropes, pennies, cards, dice and models
to entertain students and others.

Conway’s genius led to many discoveries and accomplishments far deeper and more funda-
mental than the Game of Life. The achievement of which Conway himself was most proud, was
his invention of a new system of numbers, the Surreal numbers. This continuum of numbers
includes not only real numbers such as integers, fractions and irrational numbers such as π, but
also the infinitesimal and infinite numbers.

Later, Conway developed and proved the Free Will Theorem in 2004 to explain principles
of quantum mechanics. It states that if an experimenter can freely choose what to measure in
a particular experiment, then elementary particles can also freely choose their spins in order to
make the measurements consistent with physical law. The Free Will Theorem gained attention for
its implication that if humans have free will, then elementary particles - like atoms and electrons
- also possess free will.

Conway made numerous advances in many areas of mathematics. In group theory, he worked
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on the classification of finite simple groups and discovered what are now known as the Conway
groups, and was the primary author of the ATLAS of Finite Groups in 1986. He also investi-
gated lattices in higher dimensions. In number theory, Conway proved as a graduate student
the conjecture by Edward Waring that every integer could be written as the sum of 37 numbers,
each raised to the fifth power. In 1993, he proved that if an integral positive definite quadratic
form with integer matrix represents all positive integers up to 15, then it represents all positive
integers. Working with quaternions, he invented the system of icosians in algebra. In geometric
topology, Conway made contributions to knot theory and a variant now called the Alexander-
Conway polynomial. He further developed tangle theory and invented a system of notation for
tabulating knots, now known as Conway notation, while extending the knot tables to 11 crossings.
Conway holds a special place in computer science, creating a self-sustaining “cellular automaton”
program way back in 1970.

Conway’s numerous honors include the London Mathematical Society’s Berwick Prize and
Pólya Prize, Northwestern University’s Nemmers Prize in Mathematics, and the American Math-
ematical Society’s Leroy P. Steele Prize for Mathematical Exposition. Conway was a fellow of the
Royal Society of London and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Conway was born in Liverpool, England, on December 26, 1937. He received his B.A. from
Cambridge University in 1959 and his Ph.D. from the same institution in 1964. He was a faculty
member at Cambridge until he came to Princeton University in 1986. At Princeton University, he
was named the John von Neumann Chair of Mathematics. He became a professor emeritus at the
university in 2013.

Sources:

1. https://www.princeton.edu/news/2020/04/14/mathematician-john-horton-conway-magical- genius -
known-inventing-game-life-dies-age

2. https://planetprinceton.com/2020/04/13/covid-19-kills-princeton-mathematician-game-of-life- inven-
tor -john-horton-conway/

4.5.2 S. S. Shrikhande, mathematical genius who debunked Euler’s Theory
died at the age of 102

Indian mathematical genius, Prof. Sharadchandra Shankar Shrikhande, who
along with his mentor late Prof. R. C. Bose and an American mathematician
late Prof. E. T. Parker disproved in 1959 what had remained unsolved 177 -
year old mathematical conjecture, passed away at Vijaywada on April 21, 2020
at the age of 102.

The humble man shot to fame six decades ago along with Bose and Parker
at the University of North Carolina (UdNC) when they disproved the 18th century Swiss mathe-
matician Leonard Euler’s conjecture, showing orthogonal Latin squares corresponding to “oddly
even numbers” namely numbers of the form 4n + 2 where n is any natural number greater than
1 did exist. For that, the trio came to be known as ‘Euler’s Spoilers’. It took 177 years for the
conjecture to be falsified, a development that found its way to the front page of the New York
Times on April 26, 1959.

There is a tale that the Czar of Russia asked Leonard Euler this question: Six different regi-
ments have six officers, each one holding a different rank. Can these 36 officers be arranged in a
square formation on the parade ground so that each row and column contain one officer of each
rank and one from each regiment? The mathematical inquiry was, whether the orthogonal Latin
squares of the order 6 existed. For years, mathematicians pondered over the puzzle unsuccess-
fully. A Latin square is a Sudoku-like rectangle with equal number of rows and columns with
symbols or numbers occurring only once in each row and column. When superimposed on one
another, the Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS) give rise to a grid of ordered pairs in
which every ordered pair appears exactly once in the whole grid.
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Just before his death in 1782, Euler conjectured that in fact no orthogonal Latin squares exist
for ‘oddly even numbers’. In 1901, a French mathematician named Gaston Tarry proved that for
6 this was indeed impossible by checking all possible cases. But Euler’s conjecture that orthogo-
nality was impossible for all oddly even numbers remained unresolved until 1959, when the trio
finally settled this problem that had baffled the mathematicians for almost two centuries.

What began with Parker’s study on the construction of some sets of MOLS, was expanded by
Bose and Shrikhande in their paper titled ‘Falsity of Euler’s Conjecture about the non-existence
of two MOLS of the order 4n + 2’. Their collaboration resulted in a paper that proved that or-
thogonal Latin squares of all orders other than 6 and 2 did exist. Bose, Shrikhande and Parker
had bridged geometry, combinatorics and statistics, to disprove the 177-year-old conjecture from
what began as an exploration into building of MOLS and balanced incomplete statistical block
designs for practical agriculture experimentation.

Today, Latin squares and balanced incomplete block designs have wide ranging applications
- from clinical trials of medicines to complex communication systems. The techniques the Euler’s
Spoilers developed and subsequent works of Shrikhande have become an important part in the
study of statistical design theory and combinatorics. Shrikhande published another landmark
paper in 1959 on what has come to be known as the Shrikhande graph, which has connections to
algebra, group theory and topology.

Born in Sagar (Madhya Pradesh) in 1917, Shrikhande did his B.Sc. (Honours) from Nagpur’s
Government Science College and later went to the Indian Statistical Institute at Kolkata, then
headed by the legendary statistician, P. C. Mahalanobis, to refine his statistical skills under his
mentor R. C. Bose.

In 1947, he went on a scholarship for further study to the North Carolina University in the
US to work with Prof. Bose. Shrikhande did his Ph.D. in Discrete Mathematics, also known
as Combinatorics. Shrikhande founded the department of statistics at the Institute of Science at
Nagpur in 1955 before taking up the Chapel Hill position in US where 1959 proved to be a turning
point. He returned to India in 1960, to join the Banaras Hindu University, which he left in 1963 to
establish the Department of Mathematics and UGC Centre for Advanced Study in Mathematics
at the University of Bombay.

Source: https://www.news18.com/news/opinion/indian-maths-genius-who-debunked-eulers- theory -
made -it-to-nyc-front-page-dies-at-103-2611193. html

4.5.3 Mark Davis, internationally recognized figure in stochastic analysis died at the age of 74

Prof. Mark Herbert Ainsworth Davis was Professor of Mathematics at Impe-
rial College London. He was an internationally recognised figure who, through
his innovative ideas and expository skills, was an inspiration to several gener-
ations of researchers and practitioners in these fields, died due to cancer on
March 18, 2020 at the age of 74.

Prof. Davis made several contributions to the theory of stochastic processes,
stochastic control and mathematical finance. His early work in the 1970s initi-

ated the martingale theory of stochastic control. One of his key contributions is the martingale
optimality principle in stochastic control, which characterizes optimal strategies through the mar-
tingale property of the value process. In a 1984 paper he introduced the concept of Piecewise
deterministic Markov process, a class of Markov models which have been used in many applica-
tions in engineering and science. In the early 1990s, Davis introduced the deterministic approach
to stochastic control by means of appropriate Lagrange multipliers.

After completing his B.A. degree in Electrical Engineering at the University of Cambridge,
Davis pursued his Ph.D. degree at UC Berkeley under the supervision of Pravin Varaiya. His
Ph.D. thesis, obtained in 1971, initiated the martingale theory of stochastic control. Returning to
the UK in 1972, Davis joined the Control Group at Imperial College London. From 1995 to 1999
he was Head of Research and Product Development at Tokyo-Mitsubishi International, leading
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a quantitative research team providing pricing models and risk analysis for fixed income, equity
and credit-related products. He returned to Imperial College London in August 2000 to build
Imperial’s Mathematical Finance group within the Department of Mathematics.

He was awarded the Naylor Prize by the London Mathematical Society in 2002 for his “con-
tributions to stochastic analysis, stochastic control theory and mathematical finance”. Prof. Davis
was Editor-in-Chief of Stochastics and Stochastics Reports for 17 years, during which period he
built up the journal of highest standards, and created a network of fellow researchers. He is the
author of three books on stochastic analysis and optimization.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_H._A._Davis

4.5.4 Tony Lewis, the co-inventor of the Duckworth-Lewis method died at the age of 78

Well-known British mathematician and statistician Prof. Anthony John Lewis,
famous for formulating the Duckworth-Lewis (D/L) rain rule method of re-
setting targets in interrupted limited-overs cricket matches died on March 15,
2020 at the age of 78.

Lewis was a mathematician who along with his fellow mathematician,
Frank Duckworth, formulated the rain rule method that was first used dur-
ing the second ODI played between Zimbabwe and England in 1996-97, which

Zimbabwe won by seven runs. The International Cricket Council (ICC) officially adopted the
rain rule during the 1999 World Cup. In 2014 D/L method was renamed as DLS when Steven
Stern, a mathematician from Queensland, made adjustments to the rule by taking into considera-
tion modern-day scoring rates, and the Duckworth-Lewis-Stern method was imposed in the 2015
World Cup.

Before the DLS, different methods had been used to resolve rain-affected cricket games, with
the most common being the Average Run Rate method and the Most Productive Overs method.
The Average Run Rate method took no account of how many wickets were lost by the team bat-
ting second. It merely reflected how quickly they were scoring when the match was interrupted.
So, if a team felt a rain stoppage was likely, they could attempt to force the scoring rate without
regard for the corresponding highly possible loss of wickets, skewing the comparison with the
first team.

The Most Productive Overs method also took no account of wickets lost by the team batting
second. It actually penalized the team batting second for good bowling by ignoring their best
overs in setting the revised target.

During the semi-final match of 1992, the World Cup was played between South Africa and
England; the Most Productive Overs method was used. The rain stopped play for 12 minutes
with South Africa needing 22 runs from 13 balls. However, the revised target left South Africa
needing 21 runs from one ball, a reduction of only one run compared to a decrease of two overs.
It was undoubtedly an impossible target as the maximum score that one could get from one ball
is six runs.

Lewis, who was born in Bolton in Lancashire, graduated from Sheffield University with a
degree in Mathematics and Statistics. He lectured in the faculty of computer studies and math-
ematics at the University of the West of England and later taught quantitative methods in man-
agement at Oxford Brookes University business school. Lewis and Duckworth were appointed
Members of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (MBEs) in the 2010 British honors for
their services to cricket and mathematics.

Sources:

1. https://crickettimes.com/2020/04/tony-lewis-the-co-inventor-of-the-duckworth-lewis-method- passes
-away/

2. https://www.theregister.co.uk/2020/04/03/crickets_averagebusting_mathematician_tony_lewis/
□ □ □
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5. Reminiscences of a heritage:
Professor Sharadchandra Shankar Shrikhande

Sharad S. Sane
Chennai Mathematical Institute, Chennai 603103, India

Email: ssane@cmi.ac.in, sharadsane@gmail.com

It is with a heavy heart and a deep sense of remorse that I am writing this
article about Professor S. S. Shrikhande, the doyen of combinatorics in India
who passed away on 21 April, 2020 at the age of 102 at Vijayawada. On the
other hand, I am happy for myself that among many fortunate people who
have known him during his tenure at Mumbai University and even earlier I
have been extremely fortunate to have had more interactions with him in the
last twenty to thirty years of his life. I was thus a beneficiary of the positive

and constructive energy emanating from him throughout his life. This article is more about my
acquaintance and reminiscences of S. S. Shrikhande as a person. A detailed appreciation of the
mathematical work of his is done somewhere else [9]. Since the present article is in anecdotal
form, I have to seek apologies from the reader to be a little too indulgent and even self indulgent!

Professor Sharadchandra Shankar Shrikhande was born in a lower middle class family in
Sagar, Madhya Pradesh on 19 October, 1917. He was a year older than my father. The family had
9 children including himself and the means, as was very common those days, were very meagre.
Shrikhande told me that jobs in the recession period in India (and even across the world) were
scarce. This was a period between the end of the first world war and beginning of the second
world war. In one of the several non-mathematical conversations I have had with him, I asked
him as to how he landed in Kolkata and worked with R. C. Bose. He told me that he saw a very
small advertisement for a statistical assistants position at the Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata
and that is how his long association with Bose began.

Geometer Levi was in Kolkata a few years prior to that and Bose began using algebraic mathe-
matical constructions in Statistical design of experiments. A seminal paper of his [1] appeared in
the Annals of Eugenics in 1939. Bose himself had a varied career in Kolkata. He learnt geometry
from F. W. Levi, a German scholar who was Head of the Mathematics Department of Kolkata
University.

Shrikhande had two distinct and long stints in the U.S. First was as a Ph.D. student at North
Carolina. He finished his Ph.D. in 1949 and returned back to India. During the decade from
1949 to 1959, both he and Bose were thinking of how to attack the Euler’s conjecture. They were
convinced that it is false. Shrikhande returned to India and subsequently to Mumbai where he
joined as the first Head of the Department and the Director of Centre of Advanced Study in
Mathematics. Officially, his first three students in that order were: Bhagwandas, Vasanti Bhat -
Nayak and Singhi. He also had a large number of collaborators one of which was me.

Let me describe just one person (out of so many) who did excellent work due to influence of
Shrikhande on his life. D. Raghavarao is the author of the first book on Design of Experiments.
This encyclopaedic book has a large number of chapters and is a bible for anyone who wants
to look at Statistical design of experiments. He received his M.A. in mathematics from Nagpur
University, in 1957 with a gold medal. He earned his Ph.D. in statistics from the University of
Mumbai in 1961 for his work in designs of experiments. He was a professor of statistics at Pun-
jab Agricultural University, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Cornell University, and
University of Guelph before joining Temple University. The acknowledgment page of the book
credits Shrikhande with being more than a mentor in his career.

Any person who came in contact with Prof. Shrikhande could not escape the positive energy
and charm that he exuded. In the selected papers published by the Charles Babbage Research
Centre, Canada, the foreword is by two eminent mathematicians: R. G. Stanton and J. Srivastava.
Srivastava writes: “In any given combinatorial setting, he has the knack of discovering questions
that are deep, significant and elegant”. This is the hallmark of Professor Shrikhande’s research
work.
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My first contact with S. S. Shrikhande was sometime in the mid-1970s when I was a Ph.D. stu-
dent at the IIT Bombay. I remember to have traveled on bicycle a very few times from the IIT Bom-
bay campus to Kalina and met him. Sometimes, I would also take a bus. I certainly held him in a
big awe and fear since he had already become very famous. As time passed on, his simplicity and
straightforwardness were something one could not miss. Subsequently, I finished my Ph. D. the-
sis at IIT Bombay. Professor B. V. Limaye asked him if he could be the examiner on which he told
Professor Limaye that he is winding up from Mumbai University (retirement/superannuation
age 60) and it would be better if Singhi is asked. That was also a beginning of a long association
with Navin Singhi which I cherish even to this moment.

I distinctly remember that Shrikhande retired in 1978 and there was a small valedictory func-
tion at some hotel in South Mumbai. Being very new to both South Mumbai and also to such
functions, I went to the function with both Limayes. I remember that some speeches were made
and one of the speakers was M. S. Narasimhan from TIFR. I spent about a year at the TIFR dur-
ing which time Navin Singhi and I wrote a very descent paper on Klingenberg planes and that
was my first joint paper with him. Subsequently with a year in Westfield College, London and a
couple of years in the U. S. I joined Mumbai University’s mathematics department in June, 1982.
I had said this at the time of my send off function at Mumbai University in February, 2011 and let
me recall it: Whatever I am today is the grace of a large number of well wishers I got in the life,
and Shrikhande was among my best well wishers and mentors!

My first visit to the ISI Kolkata was during the Shrikhande 65 conference in December 1982.
The conference was very well organised thanks to the efforts of Singhi and Vijayan and it was
my first academic conference after joining Mumbai University. Many fine mathematicians had
assembled and I remember a few names: M. Hall, J. Seidel and Paul Erdös. One of my best papers
in entire life is published in the proceedings of this conference. This paper has been quoted as
late as 2016 in an article of Cameron and Praeger.

Shrikhande subsequently became the Director of the Mehta Research Institute, Allahabad and
I made two visits to Allahabad during the time he was the Director. The first was in winter, 1985
when along with Shrikhande and Singhi, I wrote my second joint paper that appeared in Graphs
and Combinatorics. The second visit was in Summer 1991 for a month when I was staying alone
in a flat and used to have dinner at Shrikhande’s home. It was during this visit that I realised how
hard working he was, both mentally and physically. What was nice was that Mrs. Shrikhande
would also sportively admit it. I wrote my second joint paper with him during this visit and it
appeared in the Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference.

Talking about the department that Shrikhande built and M. G. Nadkarni inherited, I am re-
minded of an anecdote that I must record. Professor Chawathe had handwritten English notes of
Lüneberg construction of Witt designs. Very willingly, she gave them to me and considerable sim-
plification of these form a chapter in the Quasi-symmetric designs book that I coauthored with
Mohan Shrikhande. This simplification also permits one to obtain insight into related simple au-
tomorphism groups. Shrikhande had built very cordial atmosphere in the department and I have
been a big beneficiary of that.

Needless to say that we were the best teaching department in India during the entire time I
was in the department and Professor Shrikhande’s strong tradition was continued by Professor
Nadkarni during his headship. Shrikhande returned to Nagpur after finishing his term as the
Director of Mehta Research Institute. I have had more contacts with him and his family during
the last thirty years than earlier. Navin Singhi and I visited him at Nagpur sometime in the late
1980s since Mrs. Shrikhande was quite unwell and subsequently passed away in a few years.
Shrikhande spent his time between the U. S. and Nagpur or Sagar where he lived for a few years.
On his way to the U. S. almost every year, he would stay at our quarters in Kalina and would
take off from there. Despite having lived in the U. S. for so many years, Shrikhande remained a
very simple person in his habits. So, my wife Suneeta realised that he is really very fond of Bhat
- Varan - Toop - Limboo (Rice - thick dal - ghee - lemon) in a traditional Marathi style which she
would readily cook for him. On one visit to the U. S. when he got his first great grandchild, he
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showed us what all things he was carrying for the great grandchild.
After year 2000, Shrikhande spent lot of his time staying with his youngest son, Anil’s family

in New Delhi. If I remember it right, Anil had two different stints separated by a few years of
stay in the same bungalow on Kautilya Marg in Delhi. Almost once a year or sometimes twice a
year, I would have some official work in Delhi and the standard program was to visit Professor
Shrikhande family on the last day evening when all the work is finished. Many mathematicians
have accompanied me during these visits. Some names that come to my mind are B. V. Rao of
ISI Kolkata, Sudhir Ghorpade of IITB and Amitabha Tripathi of IITD. Shrikhande would be very
happy when we visited him.

I think it was at the end of Anil’s stay in Delhi that Shrikhande had to undergo a major or-
thopaedic surgery in Delhi and then he shifted to Chinmaya Ashram, Vijayawada where he lived
the last nine years of his life. Among a few people who visited him at the Ashram are Limaye,
Chawathe and Nadkarni couple besides B. V. Rao of the ISI Kolkata who is now at CMI in Chen-
nai. I visited him a few times via Hyderabad, on some NBHM activity and later with a base in
Chennai I visited there more number of times. His 100th birthday celebration on 19 October, 2017
at the Ashram was a simple but spectacular affair. I distinctly remember that about a dozen Tel-
ugu couples that had assembled there, each and every one of them said that they had never seen
such a saintly person in their lives. It so happened that during the last Calendar year, I visited
Vijayawada three times, twice at the Vijnana University, Guntur and the last visit was 7 December,
2019. He had already completed 102 years of his life and was also exhausted and tired, though
very well looked after by his attendant, Bhupendra.

Coming back to Chennai, I decided with myself that I would call Bhupendra once every
month. On 21st April last month, I checked my call records and found that I had called Bhu-
pendra the previous month on 25th March and then was trying to decide whether to call that day
itself or the next. It so happened that I hanged my phone down before 8 p.m. after talking to
Bhupendra and Professor Shrikhande passed away at 8.30 p.m.

His life is inspiring to all who came in contact with him and certainly to me. He himself did
not like to brood over the things in the past. So, let me end this article by a light anecdote narrated
to me by Rajeeva Karandikar, who is himself from Indore and who is also the Director of the CMI
where my official designation now belongs.

A Selection committee set by Indore University selected Professor M. G. Nadkarni (who suc-
ceeded Shrikhande as the head at Mumbai University) as a Professor and head of the department.
Professor Shrikhande was on that committee. A citizen of Indore appealed to the Chancellor chal-
lenging the selection where he said that Professor Shrikhande is an eminent statistician and he
has no complaints about that but how could he select a Professor in the mathematics department?
Fortunately, the Chancellor was a wise man who ignored the appeal. The point is: this sums
the philosophy of Professor Shrikhande’s thought process and life: if someone or something is
excellent, one must strongly support it regardless of the clerical classification exercises.

I end this article with a more personal anecdote. I had paid subscription for Professor Shrikha-
nde for a quality Marathi monthly named Antarnaad so that he will receive a copy of the mag-
azine issue at his Vijayawada address. The subscription was probably for two years but in the
meantime he stopped reading (due to eye fatigue problems arising out of old age). He wanted
subscription of the monthly to be stopped and was trying to pursue the matter by phoning me,
asking me to inform and phone the editor to stop sending the monthly to him. I said that they
would stop sending the periodical to him once the subscription is over but his worry was that I
may have to unnecessarily pay for years on. Finally he got me to write to the publishers asking
them to stop sending it to him and the editor politely replied that generally the practice is to send
the publication a couple of months more when the subscription is over and then stop sending it
if there is no response from the reader. Shrikhande’s worry was that I may have to pay for it for
a very long time (and why should that be so?)!
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6. A Tribute to Prof. D. Y. Kasture

D. B. Dhaigude, Emeritus Professor of Mathematics, Dr. BAM University, India
and Executive President, Marathwada Mathematical Society, Aurangabad

A dedicated Mathematician from Maharashtra, Dr. Damodar Y. Kasture, re-
tired Professor and former Head, Department of Mathematics, Dr. Babasa-
heb Ambedkar Marathawada University, Aurangabad and former President,
Marathawada Mathematical Society, Aurangabad, passed away on 23rd April,
2020 at the age of 82. Dr. Kasture came from a poor family with strong back-
ground of Sanskrit and had his school education in Pratibha Niketan School,
Nanded. But these apparent handicaps did not stop him from developing keen
interest in Mathematics and becoming a scholar.

In 1960, he started his career as a Lecturer in Mathematics at Devgiri college,
Aurangabad after completing his M.Sc. Mathematics from Mahakoshal Mahavidyalaya, Jabalpur,
Madhya Pradesh. In 1966, he joined as Lecturer in the Department of Mathematics, Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar Marathawada University Aurangabad. He did his research work at I. I. T. Kharagpur
under the guidance of Professor S. D. Nigam during 1962-1965 and received his Ph.D. under the
guidance of Professor V. Lakshmikantham the first Professor and Head, Department of Mathemat-
ics, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathawada University in 1968. Dr. Kasture served as a Reader,
Professor and Head, in the Department of Mathematics. He retired from university services in the
year 1997. He was a committed professor of mathematics, during his career he published about
30 research papers and supervised 6 Ph.D. students in Fluid Mechanics / Differential Equations.
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He developed mathematical theory of double lumen catheter. He visited Central university, Hy-
derabad, I. I. T. Madras and Goa university, Goa as a visiting fellow under U. G. C. scheme. He
was a founder member and President of Marathawada Mathematical Society, Aurangabad now a
Society Member of The Mathematics Consortium. He was coauthor of the book entitled “Lectures
at the Graduate Level Mathematics” published by Hindusthan Publishing Company.

Besides being a dedicated Mathematician, Prof. Kasture was an excellent human being who
never cared for fame, publicity or money. He was a simple man, simple to the core. Surprisingly,
despite his passion for and total involvement in Mathematics, he was never short of time for
helping, encouraging and counseling others - be it his friends, students or fellow mathematicians.
He also took keen interest in preparing students for Mathematics Olympiad. Spiritually oriented
Prof. Kasture followed Gita’s dictum “Karmanyevadhikaraste . . . ” in his life.

He was an obedient son, dedicated husband and a loving father. He is survived by his two
daughters Assistant Prof. Vidya, Mrs. Kalpana and two sons Er. Jeevan, Er. Vikas. Prof. Kasture’s
departure has been as shocking as it was sudden. It is a great loss to the Mathematics community.
In him, we have lost a committed mathematician, a devoted teacher and a man of impeccable
honesty. His sweet memory shall always remain in our hearts.

□ □ □

7. Problem Corner

Udayan Prajapati
Head, Mathematics Department, St. Xavier’s College, Ahmedabad;

Email: udayan64@yahoo.com

In the last couple of issues we presented some challenging problems from Geometry, Number
Theory and Combinatorics. A complete solution for the problem in Number theory from January
issue was received from one of our readers, which was published in the last issue. We have re-
ceived two incomplete solutions of two problems in Combinatorics which were posed in October
and April Issues. Hopefully, we may publish these solutions in forthcoming issues after filling
the gaps. We are yet to receive a solution for a problem posed in July 19 issue. We expect young
faculties / Research scholars / students to provide solutions to these problems.

In this issue, we present a problem from functional equation along with its solution and pose
a problem for our readers from the same area. Readers are invited to email their solutions to
Udayan Prajapati (udayan64@yahoo.com), Coordinator, Problem Corner before 20th August, 2020.
Most innovative solution will be published in the subsequent issue of the bulletin.

1. Problem: Determine all functions f : Z × Z → R satisfying:

(a) f (a, b) f (b, c) f (c, a) = 1 for all integers a, b, c;
(b) f (a + 1, a) = 2 for all integers a.

[This problem was posed in one of the practice tests of IMOTC, 2006.]

Solution: Taking a = b = c in the first property we get f (a, a) = 1 for all integers a. Taking

c = a in the first property we get f (a, b) f (b, a) = 1. That is f (b, a) =
1

f (a, b)
.

f (a, a + 2) f (a + 2, a + 1) f (a + 1, a) = 1. Thus f (a, a + 2) · 4 = 1. So f (a + 2, a) = 4.

We will prove f (a + k, a) = 2k for every postive integer k and every integer a by taking
induction on k.

For k = 1 it is the property 2. Assume that it is true for some positive integer k.
For k + 1, 1 = f (a, a + k + 1) f (a + k + 1, a + k) f (a + k, a) = f (a, a + k + 1) · 2k+1.
Thus f (a + k + 1, a) = 2k+1.
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For integers a and b if a > b then f (b + (a − b), b) = 2a−b. For b > a,

f (a, b) =
1

f (b, a)
=

1
2b−a = 2a−b.

Thus for all integers a and b, f (a, b) = 2a−b.

Problem for this issue

Find all continuous functions f : R → R such that f ( f (x)) = f (x)− 2x.

□ □ □

8. International Calendar of Mathematics events

Ramesh Kasilingam
Ramesh Kasilingam, Department of Mathematics, IITM, Chennai; Email: rameshk@iitm.ac.in

August 2020
1. Summer Mini-course 2020 For mathematics students University of TEXAS, https://web.ma.

utexas.edu/ SMC/ Minicourses.html

September 2020
1. September 6-12, Workshop on Structure - Preserving Discretizations for Nonlinear Systems

of Hyperbolic, Involution - Constrained Partial Differential Equations on Manifolds, https://
www.mfo.de/www/schedule/2020/all

2. September 10-11, Heilbronn Annual Conference, University of Bristol, UK.
3. September 23-25, Conference on Diophantine m - tuples and Related Problems III, University of

Zagreb, Zagreb Croatia.

October 2020
1. October 24, 6th International Conference on Mathematics: Pure, Applied and Computation

(ICoMPAC 2020) Conference, Surabaya, JawaTimur, Indonesia, http://icompac.its.ac.id
2. October 27-30, 4th International Conference on Mathematics: An Istanbul Meeting for World

Mathematicians, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakf University, Topkap (Cevizlibağ) Campus, Cevi-
zlibağ Istanbul, Turkey, icomath.com

3. October 29-30, 2020 IMMCMBS 2020 Australia Workshop and Conference on Data Analyt-
ics, https://imathm.edu.lk/ view/immcmbs-2020-melbourne

4. October 29-30, Institute of Mathematics and Management Conference on Mathematical & Biologi-
cal Sciences with Workshop on Data Analytics, Melbourne, Australia.

November 2020
1. November 5-6, IMM Conference on Mathematics & Statistics2020 (IMMCMS 2020 ) with Work-

shop on Data Analytics, Singapore.
2. November 5-6, CIRM-Workshop - Numerical Analysis of Stochastic Partial Differential Equa-

tions (NASPDE), https://conferences.cirm-math.fr/2408.html
3. November 30 - December 4, Workshop IV: Social Dynamics beyond Vehicle Autonomy, In-

stitute for Pure and Applied Mathematics (IPAM), UCLA, Los Angeles, 2020, www.ipam.ucla.
edu/programs/workshops/workshop-iv-social-dynamics-beyond- vehicle-autonomy/

4. November 30 - December 4, Lie algebras and quivers, HSE Univ. Faculty of Mathematics
Skoltech Center for Advanced Studies. crei.skoltech.ru/cas/calendar/conf201130/
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December 2020

1. December 12, International Conference on Education, Mathematics and Science 2020 (ICEMS
2020), Perak, Malaysia.

□ □ □

9. TMC Activities

9.1 A REPORT ON TMC-AMS CONFERENCE AT BHU, DECEMBER 2016

Bankteshwar Tiwari
DST - Centre for Interdisciplinary Mathematical Sciences, Institue of Science, BHU, Varanasi

Email: banktesht@gmail.com

Preamble: In January and April 2020 issues of the TMC Bulletin there were two news items, one
Dr. Dishant Pancholi shared 2019 Shanti Swaroop Bhatnagar prize of Government of India and other
Prof. Y. Eliashberg shared the prestigious Wolf prize for the year 2020 for his contributions to differential
geometry and topology. We proudly recollect that both these mathematicians had participated in TMC-
AMS conference in December 2016 at BHU and organized a symposium on ‘Symplectic Topology’ and Prof.
Eliashberg also delivered a plenary talk. Hence, we thought that it is worthwhile to give a comprehensive
report of the conference for the benefit of our readers. - Managing Editor

Banaras Hindu University was founded in 1916 by great patriot, nationalist leader Bharat
Ratna Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya Ji. It was centennial year of establishment of BHU in 2016
and several events were planned by the University including academic/cultural events, lecture
series by eminent personalities during the whole year - long celebrations. At the same time, to
provide a unified face to several mathematical societies and similar bodies in India and to bring
them under an over-arching consortium through voluntary acceptance of membership, The Math-
ematics Consortium (India) (TMC) was formally constituted in July, 2015 by the tireless efforts of
Professor Ravi Kulkarni and several other leading Indian Mathematicians. TMC, so far, has orga-
nized several faculty development programs, workshops and seminars at various places in India,
in collaboration with its member societies, and many other colleges, universities and institutions.
The first mega event of TMC, TMC-AMS International conference, was organized in coopera-
tion with the American Mathematical Society during 14-17 December 2016, at Banaras Hindu
University, Varanasi under its centennial celebration. Prof. Steve Weintraub (Lehigh University,
Pennsylvania) was American Mathematical Society representative in the conference.

The venue of the International conference was DST-Centre for Interdisciplinary Mathemati-
cal Sciences, Institute of Science, BHU Varanasi. The Scientific Committee of the conference was
chaired by Prof. S. G. Dani, Department of Mathematics, IIT Bombay with its members Prof.
Dipendra Prasad, School of Mathematics (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. T. R. Ramadas (CMI, Chennai),
Prof. Mythily Ramaswamy (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore), Prof. Riddhi Shah (JNU, New Delhi), Prof.
Karmeshu (JNU, New Delhi), Prof. Govindan Rangarajan (IISc, Bangalore), Prof. S. Bhatanagar
(IISc, Bangalore), Prof. Ravi Kulkarni (Bhaskaracharya Pratisthana, Pune) and Prof. Steven H.
Weintraub (Lehigh University (AMS representative)). In this conference 527 participants from 20
countries of the world were registered through online registration process including 180 speak-
ers/ EC members of TMC.

There were seven plenary talks by eminent leading mathematicians namely Prof. Robert
Bryant (Duke University and President AMS), Prof. Y. Eliashberg (Stanford University), Prof.
V. S. Borkar (IIT Bombay), Prof. C. S. Rajan (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. Madhu Sudan (Harvard Uni-
versity), Prof. A. Adimurthi (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore) and Prof. Louis Kauffman (University of
Illinois, Chicago).
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9. TMC Activities

On the second day of the Conference there was a felicitation program of Prof. Roddam Nar-
simha (Bangalore) and Prof. I. B. S. Passi (Chandigarh) for their long and outstanding contribu-
tion in Mathematical Sciences. The event also included the release of the News letter of TMC,
namely Bhavana, by its Chief Editor Prof. C. S. Aravinda (TIFR, Bangalore). There was a cultural
program on second evening of the conference organized by students of Performing Arts, BHU
under the leadership of Prof. Sangeeta Pandit followed by conference Banquet. On the third
evening of the conference, there was screening of the film “The Man Who Knew Infinity”.

Two panel discussions were organized on ‘Women in Mathematics: Status and Outlook’ and
‘UG/PG Math Teaching’. The first one was coordinated by Prof. Geetha Venkataraman (Ambed-
kar University, Delhi) with other panellists Prof. Betul Tanbay (Bogaziçi University, Bebek-Istanbul,
Turkey), Prof. Mythily Ramaswamy (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore) and Prof. Riddhi Shah(JNU, New
Delhi), while the second one was coordinated by Prof. R. Ramanujam, Institute of Mathematical
Sciences, Chennai with other panellists Prof. Amber Habib (Shiv Nadar University, New Delhi),
Prof. Shobha Madan (IISER Mohali) and Dr. Nikita Agarwal (IISER Bhopal).

The most academic strength of the conference was its seventeen symposia on topics of current
research organized by renowned experts of the field.

The symposium on ‘Number Theory: Automorphic Forms’ was organized by Prof. Dipendra
Prasad (TIFR, Mumbai) and Prof. Kartik Prasanna (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor) with
speakers Prof. C. Khare (University of California at Los Angeles), Prof. Sanoli Gun (IMSc, Chen-
nai), Prof. Dinesh Thakur (University of Rochester), Prof. Ameya Pitale (University of Oklahoma,
Norman, OK), Prof. Gordan Savin (University of Utah), Prof. Manish Mishra (IISER, Pune), Prof.
Purshottam Rath (CMI, Chennai), Prof. Sarah Dijols (Aix Marseille Univ. , France), Prof. Dinakar
Ramakrishnan (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA).

The symposium on ‘Combinatorial Number Theory’ was organized by Prof. S. D. Adhikari
(HRI, Allahabad) and Prof. Alex Iosevich (University of Rochester, NY) with other speakers Prof.
Shanta Laishram (ISI Delhi), Prof. R. Thangadurai (HRI, Allahabad), Prof. D. S. Ramana (HRI,
Allahabad), Prof. Krishnaswami Alladi (University of Florida), Prof. R. Balasubramanian (IMSc,
Chennai) and Prof. Ram Krishna Pandey (IIT, Roorkee).

The symposium on ‘Commutative Algebra’ was organized by Prof. Jugal Verma (IIT Bombay)
and Prof. Satya Mandal (University of Kansas) with other speakers Prof. V. Trivedi (TIFR, Mum-
bai), Prof. Chris Skalit (Univ of Illinois, Chicago), Prof. Manoj Kummini (CMI, Chennai), Prof.
Arindam Banerjee (Purdue University, Indiana), Prof. Vivek Mukundan (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof.
Tony Puthenpurakal (IIT Bombay), Prof. A. V. Jayanthan (IIT Chennai), Prof. Hema Srinivasan
(Univ of Missouri), Prof. Manoj Keshari (IIT Bombay), Prof. Ravi Rao (TIFR, Mumbai).

The symposium on ‘Topics in Algebraic Geometry’ was organized by Prof. Ramesh Sreekan-
tan (ISI Bangalore) and Prof. Patrick Brosnan (University of Maryland ) with other speakers Prof.
Chetan Balwe (IISER Mohali), Prof. Amalendu Krishna (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. Eric Katz (Ohio
State University) and Prof. Vaibhav Vaish (ISI, Bangalore).

The symposium on ‘Algebraic Groups’ was organized by Prof. K. N. Raghavan (IMSc, Chen-
nai) and Prof. V. Lakshmibai (Northeastern University, Boston, Mass.) with speakers Prof. Shrawan
Kumar (University of North Carolina), Prof. A. J. Parameswaran (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. Amri-
tanshu Prasad (IMSc, Chennai), Prof. Sachin Gautam (Perimeter Institute, Canada), Prof. K. V.
Subrahmanyam (CMI, Chennai), Prof. V. Uma (IIT Madras, Chennai).

The symposium on ‘Differential Geometry and Teichmueller Theory’ was organized by Prof.
Mahan Mj (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. Krishnendu Gongopadhyay (IISER, Mohali) and Prof. Kenneth
Bromberg (University of Utah) with speakers Prof. Jose Seade (Universidad Nacional Autonoma
de Mexico, Mexico), Dr. Pranab Sardar (IISER Mohali), Prof. Sara Maloni (Brown University,
USA), Prof. Subhojoy Gupta (IISc, Bangalore), Dr. Kashyap Rajeevasarathy (IISER Bhopal), Dr.
Soma Maity (RK-MVU, Kolkata), Prof. Todd Drumm (Howard Univ., USA), Prof. Suhyoung
Choi (KAIST, South Korea), Prof. Ser Peow Tan (National University of Singapore, Singapore),
Prof. Hideki Miyachi (Osaka University, Japan), Dr. Atreyee Bhattacharya (RKMVU, Belur) and
Dr. Tejas Kalelkar (IISER, Pune).
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The symposium on ‘Symplectic Topology’ was organized by Prof. Dishant Pancholi, (CMI,
Chennai) and Prof. Y. Eliashberg (Stanford University, Palo Alto, California) with speakers Prof.
John Pardon (Stanford University, Palo Alto, California), Prof. Sheel Ganatra (University of South-
ern California), Prof. Emmy Murphy (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.), Prof.
Roger Casals (Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.) and Prof. Richard Hind (Uni-
versity of Notre Dame, Indiana).

The symposium on ‘Partial Differential Equations’ was organized by Prof. Mythily Ramaswa-
my (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore) and Prof. Rakesh (University of Delaware) with other speakers Prof.
Sandeep (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore), Prof. A. K. Nandakumaran (IISc, Bangalore), Prof. Govind
Menon (Brown University), Prof. Susanne Brenner (Louisiana State University), Prof. Venky
Krishnan (TIFR-CAM, Bangalore) and Prof. Tirupathi Gudi (IISc, Bangalore).

The symposium on ‘Ergodic Theory’ was organized by Prof. Riddhi Shah (JNU, Delhi) with
other speakers Prof. Anish Ghosh (TIFR, Mumbai), Prof. C. R. E. Raja (ISI Bangalore), Prof. S. G.
Dani (IIT Bombay) and Prof. Nikita Agarwal (IISER Bhopal).

The symposium on ‘Analysis’ was organized by Prof. Ajit Iqbal Singh (INSA Emeritus Sci-
entist) with speakers Prof. Debraj Chakrabarti (Univ. of Central Michigan, USA), Prof. Fred
Dashiell (Univ. of California, Los Angeles, USA), Prof. Pier Luigi Papini (University of Bologna,
Italy), Prof. Debashish Goswami (Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India), Prof. Lajos Molnar
(Univ. of Szeged, Hungary), Prof. Wolfgang A. F. Ruppert (The University of Natural Resources
and Life Sciences, Wien, Austria), Prof. Hrushikesh Mhaskar (California Inst. of Tech., Pasadena,
USA) and Prof. Nikhil Srivastava (Univ. of California, Berkeley, USA).

The symposium on ‘Probability Theory and Stochastic Processes’ was organized by Prof. Arup
Bose (ISI, Kolkata) and Prof. Richard Davis (Columbia University) with speakers Prof. Federico
Camia (New York University, Abu Dhabi, UAE), Prof. Chi Tran (University of Lille, France), Prof.
Anish Sarkar (Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi), Prof. Steven Miller (Williams College, Mas-
sachusetts, USA), Prof. Arijit Chakraborty (Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata, India) and Prof.
Anirban Basak (Duke University, North Carolina, USA).

The symposium on ‘Quality Control and Statistical Reliability’ was organized by Prof. S. K.
Upadhyay (BHU, Varanasi), Dr. Nirpeksh Kumar, (BHU, Varanasi) and Prof. J. V. Deshpande
(CMI, Chennai) with other speakers Prof. S. Chakraborti (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
USA), Prof. Anup Dewanji (Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata), Dr. Sanjeev Kumar (BHU,
Varanasi), Prof. Asok K. Nanda (IISER Kolkata), Prof. Anoop Chaturvedi (University of Alla-
habad, Allahabad), Dr. M. S. Panwar (BHU Varanasi), Dr. Santanu Manna (IIT Indore).

The symposium on ‘Logic’ was organized by Prof. Sujata Ghosh (ISI Chennai) and Prof. Rohit
Parikh (City University of New York, New York) with speakers Prof. Sergei Artemov (CUNY,
New York), Prof. Can Baskent (University of Bath), Prof. S. M. Srivastava (ISI Kolkata), Prof.
M. K. Chakraborty (Jadavpur University and Sivatosh Mookerjee Science Centre), Prof. Mohua
Banerjee (IIT Kanpur), Prof. Soroush Rafiee Rad (University of Amsterdam), Prof. Abhisekh
Sankaran (IIT Bombay) and Prof. R. Ramanujam (IMSc, Chennai).

The symposium on ‘Operations Research & Mathematical Programming’ was organized by
Prof. M. Rammohan Rao (Former Dean and Prof. Emeritus, Indian School of Business) and Prof.
Gerard Cornuejols (Carnegie Mellon University) with speakers Prof. Usha Mohan (IIT Chennai),
Prof. Faiz Hamid (IIT Kanpur), Prof. Ishwar Murthy (IIM Bangalore), Prof. Ashutosh Mahajan
(IIT Bombay), Prof. Vishnu Narayanan (IIT Bombay), Prof. Ravichandran (IIM Ahmedabad),
Prof. Yogesh K. Agarwal (IIM Lucknow), Prof. Vijay Chandru (Bangalore) and Prof. Chiranjib
Bhattacharyya (IISc, Bangalore).

The symposium on ‘Mathematics in Computer Science’ was organized by Prof. Srikanth Srini-
vasan (IIT Bombay) and Prof. Madhu Sudan (Harvard University) with other speakers Prof. Alek-
sander Madry (MIT), Prof. Arnab Bhattacharyya (IISc, Bangalore), Prof. Prasad Raghavendra
(University of California, Berkeley), Prof. Rajat Mittal (IIT Kanpur), Prof. Deeparnab Chakrabarty
(Microsoft Research, Bangalore), Prof. Amit Kumar (IIT Delhi) and Prof. Nikhil Srivastava (Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley).
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The symposium on ‘Physical Mathematics’ was organized by Prof. Kishore Marathe (Brook-
lyn College, City University of New York) and Prof. Louis Kauffman (University of Illinois,
Chicago) with other speakers Prof. Rukmini Dey (ICTS, Bangalore), Prof. Sam Lomonaco (Uni-
versity of Maryland, Baltimore County), Prof. John Bryden (Fahd University, Saudi Arabia), Prof.
Varun Thakre (HRI, Allahabad) and Prof. Rama Mishra (IISER, Pune).

The symposium on ‘History of Mathematics’ was organized by Prof. S. G. Dani (IIT Bombay)
and Prof. Kim Plofker (Union College, Schenectady, New York) with other speakers Prof. M.
D. Srinivas (Centre for Policy Studies, Chennai), Prof. Athanase Papadopoulos (University of
Strasbourg, France) and Prof. Steve Weintraub (Lehigh University, Pennsylvania).

Besides plenary talks, symposia and panel discussions, about 250 participants presented their
research papers in 11 parallel sessions.

One of the aims of the conference was the interaction between mathematicians from round the
globe specially from USA and Indian mathematics community with a hope that this conference
will make an impulsive impact on the research of our country. It is a moment of great pleasure
to congratulate both the organizers Prof. Y. Eliashberg and Prof. Dishant Pancholi of the sympo-
sium on ‘Symplectic Topology’ on receiving the prestigious Wolf prize (2020) and Shanti Swaroop
Bhatnagar Prize (2019) respectively. We hope that the impact of the first International conference
of TMC will be remembered for a long time among Mathematicians who attended it.

9.2 A REPORT ON A WORKSHOP ON IMPORTANCE OF MATHEMATICS ON 20-22
JUNE

S. A. Katre, Lokmanya Tilak Chair Professor, S.P. Pune Univ., Pune, Email: sakatre@gmail.com

The Mathematics Consortium is promoting online lectures/workshops under Regional Pro-
grams due to COVID-19 pandemic. The first online activity of 2020-21 is being organized at Kalna
College, WB, as a Summer School during 12 June - 12 July 2020. The second online activity was “A
Workshop on Importance of Mathematics” organized by Indian Academy of Industrial and Appli-
cable Mathematics (IAIAM), The Indian Mathematics Consortium, Bhaskaracharya Pratishthana,
Pune and Phaltan Education Society’s College of Engineering, Phaltan, Dist. Satara, Maharashtra,
during 20-22 June 2020. The sessions were conducted on Google Meet and they were made avail-
able on YouTube. A large number of participants therefore could watch the sessions. On 20th
June, renowned Scientist Dr. Jayant Narlikar talked on “Interplay between Science and Mathe-
matics” and Dr. Mangala Narlikar talked about “Mathematics through Puzzles”. On 21st June,
Dr. S. A. Katre talked on “History of Indian Mathematics”, Dr. Ajay V. Deshmukh talked on
“Mathematics for Engineering and Industry” and Dr. V. D. Pathak talked on the Applicability of
Mathematics”. On 22nd June, Dr. Ravi Kulkarni talked about “Mathematics of the Periodic Table
in Chemistry”. The Workshop ended with an Interview of Dr. T. H. Date, founder President, IA-
IAM, and a panel discussion. The workshop was coordinated by Dr. Ajay Deshmukh, Principal,
College of Engineering, Phalton.

□ □ □

I have always enjoyed Mathematics. It is the most precise and concise way of expressing
an Idea. - N. R. Narayana Murthy, Indian IT Industrialist.

Just because we cannot find a solution. It does not mean there is not one.
-Andrew Wiles, English Mathematician.
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Prof. Robert Bryant, President, AMS delivering 
Inaugural talk at BHU, Varanasi

Prof. Eliashberg delivering plenary talk at BHU 

Prof. Athanse Papadopoulas, University of Strasbourg, France 
Felicitating Prof. Eliashberg
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Member of the Bernoulli family of Swiss mathematicians.

Studied reflection and refraction of light, orthogonal trajectories of 

families of curves, quadrature of areas by series and the brachistochrone, 
muscular movement. Discovered addition theorems for trigonometric and 

hyperbolic functions.


Johann Bernoulli (27 July 1667-1 January 1748)

A French mathematician, engineer and physicist.

Pioneering contributions to mathematical analysis and continuum 

mechanics. Founded complex analysis and the study of permutation 
groups in abstract algebra. One of the first to state and rigorously prove 

theorems of calculus.

Baron Augustin-Louis Cauchy (21 August 1789-23 May 1857)

A French mathematician.

Worked mostly on elliptic integrals. Provided basic analytical tools for 

mathematical physics. Well-known for Legendre polynomials and 
Legendre transformation which is used in classical mechanics and in 

thermodynamics.

Adrien-Marie Legendre (18 September 1752-9 January 1833)
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